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MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES AND CONTRACTING FOR
LEADERSHIP STYLE:

A CASE STUDY

(August 1975)

Sheila Davis Xnderlied, B.S., State University College
at Buffalo

Directed by:

Dr. Kenneth H. Blanchard

ABSTRACT

This case study describes an effort to combine and implement

aspects of two well-known conceptual models from the field of organiza-

tional behavior and management:

Management by Objectives (MBO) and

Life Cycle Theory of Leadership.

MBO is a superior-subordinate planning and assessment process

introduced by Peter Drucker in the early 1950

's

and given popularity

over the last decade by such people as George Odiome and John Humble
The MBO process involves superior and subordinate managers of an organization in a joint effort to identify common organizational goals and
define areas of responsibility and expected results

agreed upon between superior and subordinate

,

.

MBO contracts

,

are then used as guides

for operating the organization and assessing the contribution of each

of its members.
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Life Cycle Theory of Leadership developed by Paul Hersey
and

Kenneth K, Blanchard is a situational approach for determining
appropriate leadership style.

According to this situational framework, the

amount of direction (task behavior ) and socio— emotional support
(relationship behavior) that a leader should provide for his/her
followers

should vary according to their motivation and ability to accomplish
a particular goal (task relevant maturity)

While negotiating and contracting goals and objectives seems to

be helpful to managers and their subordinates in goal accomplishment
Hersey and Blanchard contend that there is a "missing link" in the
MBO
process

.

That

missing link" is a contracting for appropriate leader-

ship style to be used by a superior to facilitate subordinate goal

accomplishment in each agreed-upon area.

In this case study, the author attempted to provide this "missing
link" during the implementation of an MBO process in an academic science

laboratory.

The staff of this research/ teaching laboratory consisted

of seven Fh.D. graduate students, one lab assistant and the lab director.

In implementing this combined MBO and contracting for leadership

style process, the author used a series of steps often associated with

a systematic organizational development (OD) intervention:

entry;

diagnosis; data gathering; training; continued data gathering; imple-

mentation (contracting, renegotiation and evaluation sessions); and
assessment.

The major emphasis was on the implementation step.

Vll

The

author facilitated a joint contracting for objectives and leadership
style between the lab director and each of his graduate students in
October.

This initial, contracting session was followed by an interim

assessment and renegotiation process three months later.

The imple-

mentation process was completed in May with a final assessment of the
performance of each graduate student, the role of the lab director and
the usefulness of the MBO/ contracting for leadership style process.

To assist the author and participants in the initial contracting
and the final assessment, pre-test and post-test instruments to measure
leader behavior and organizational characteristics were given to each

member of the lab.

In addition, the author conducted an interview with

each staff member structured around seven research questions.

This case study revealed mixed results for the integrating of the
MBO process with contracting for leadership style.

In contracts where

the task was either completed or partially completed, the lab director

used the contracted leadership style exclusively or partially, in fiftyone percent of the contracts.

Interviews revealed that while the lab

director and his staff generally felt the MBO process was valuable,

they questioned the value of contracting for leadership style.

The

author believed, however, that the integration effort was not tested
fairly since the lab director assumed new and demanding responsibilities, outside the lab, within a month of entry.

This change probably

effected the staff's perception of his leadership style which changed

frcm a High Task/High Relationship style at diagnosis to Low Task/Law

viii

Relationship style at reassessment, as determined by the leadership
instruments

The author concludes that the integration of contracting for
leadership style with MBO is a complex process which deserves further

attention and attempts
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation describes a case study of an attempt by a con-

sultant to integrate and implement in an academic science laboratory

two well-known theories in the field of management and organizational

behavior—Management by Objectives (MBO) and Life Cycle Theory of
Situational Leadership.

In making an intervention into this labora-

tory, the author, as the consultant, used a systematic approach or

process which is often associated with the field of Organizational

Development (OD)

Theoretical Background of the Study

The first theoretical concept basic to this study is Management

by Objectives.

MBO is:

a process whereby the superior and subordinate managers of
an organization jointly identify its common goals , define
each individual's major areas of responsibilitv in terms of
the results expected of him, and use these measures as
guides for operating the unit and assessing the contribution
of each of its members (Odiome, 1965 p. 53).
,

This superior-subordinate planning and assessment process was
first introduced by Peter F. Drucker (1954) and since has been popular-

ized through the efforts of such people as George S. Odiome (1965,
1973) and John Humble (1973).

The concept is based on a philosophy
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of management which stresses an integration of external control (by
managers) and self-control (by subordinates).

It can be applied to

any manager or individual no matter what his/her function, and to any
organization, regardless of size.

The effective implementation of MBO should involve an agreement

between a manager and his/her subordinate about his/her own or his/her
group's performance goals during a stated time period.

The goals can

involve anything that is appropriate to the task or function being per-

formed by the individual or group.

An important point about MBO is

that goals should be jointly established and agreed upon in advance.
This is followed by a review of the subordinate's performance in rela-

tion to previously accepted goals.

Both superior and subordinate par-

ticipate in this review and in other evaluations which may take place.

Prior to setting individual objectives, the common goals of the
entire organization should be clarified, and, at this time, any appro-

priate changes in the organizational structure made; for example,
changes in titles, duties, relationships, authority, responsibility,
and span of control.

Throughout the time period of a specific MBO contract, what is to

be accomplished by a subordinate should be periodically compared with
what is accomplished.

At these interim "check points," necessary

adjustments should be made and inappropriate goals discarded.

The

contract is terminated with a final mutual review of objectives and
performance; if there is a discrepancy, efforts are initiated to

3

determine what steps can be taken to overcome these problems.

This

process sets the stage for the determination of objectives for the next
time period (Hersey and Blanchard, 1972, p. 105).

The entire cycle of management by objectives is represented
graphically in Figure I (Odiorne, 1973, p. 78).

The second theoretical concept basic to this study is Life Cycle

Theory of Situational Leadership.

The theory, developed by Paul Hersey

and Kenneth H. Blanchard (1969 and 1972) at the Center for Leadership
Studies at Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, attempts to provide managers

with a framework for determining the amount of supervision and direction (task behavior) and socio- emotional support (relationship behavior) they must provide according to the task-relevant maturity of their

follower (s).
*

In this context, the task-relevant maturity of an indi-

victual or group is defined by
(1) The

capacity of an individual or group to set moderate

but achievable goals (achievement-motivation)
(2) The level of education and experience of an individual

or group;
(3)

How much responsibility the individual or group is
willing or able to assume.

Hersey and Blanchard stressed, however, that individuals or groups
are not mature or immature in any total sense but are mature or immature depending on the task they have to accomplish.

Thus, in working

with an individual or group there is no one "best" leadership style;
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FIGURE

I

THE CYCLE OF MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES*

5(b)

*G.

Odiome, Copyright

19 73.
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effective leadership varies according to the task undertaken and the
individuals involved.

According to Life Cycle Theory of Situational Leadership, there
are four different maturity levels which may describe people in terms

of accomplishing a specific task, each requires a different leadership
style (Hersey and Blanchard, 1976):

(D Low Maturity

—

High task/low relationship behavior

has the highest probability of success for a leader

working with a follower of this level of maturity
on a particular task; in this situation, the leader

must define roles and direct people as to what, how,
when, and where to do various aspects of a task.
(2) Low to

Moderate Maturity

—

High task/low relation-

ship behavior appears to be most appropriate for a

leader working with a follower of this level of

maturity on a particular task; in this situation,

while most of the direction still needs to be provided by the leader, now he /she can attempt through

two-way communication to get the follower (s) to
psychologically buy into decisions that have to be
made in order to accomplish the task.
(3)

Moderate to High Maturity

—

High relationship/low

task behavior tends to be most effective for a
leader working with a follower of this level of

6

maturity on a particular task; in this situation
the leader and the follower now share in decision-

making through 'two-way coimiunication and much
facilitating behavior from the leader.
(*+)

High Maturity

—

Low relationship/low task behavior

has the highest probability of success for a leader

working with a follower of this level of maturity
on a particular task; in this situation, giving a
follower who is high on both motivation and ability
an opportunity to "run his/her own show" indicates
that the leader has confidence and trust in that

individual

The concepts involved in Life Cycle Theory of Situational Leadership are depicted in Figure II (Hersey and Blanchard, 1376).

A more extensive elaboration of MBO and Life Cycle Theory of
Situational Leadership will be given in Chapter II

—

SELECTED REVIEW

OF RELEVANT LITERATURE.

Statement of the Problem

In a recent article entitled "What's Missing in MBO?" Hersey and

Blanchard (1974) stated that MBO is probably one of the most popular

and well-known management concepts.

Its success in implementation has

not been as widespread as might have been expected or indicated by
theorists' writings or implementation by practitioners.
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FIGURE

II

LIFE CYCLE THEORY OF LEADERSHIP

(HIGH)

>

BEHAVIOR

RELATIONSHIP

low)

(
(LOW)

—

TASK BEHAVIOR
1

/

> (HIGH)

l
i

1
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i

1

1

1

HIGH

!

i

MODERATE

;

!

MATURITY LEVELS

low
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Hersey and Blanchard suggested that difficulties
in implementation

may stem from the fact that once a superior and subordinate
have
mutually agreed upon the goals and objectives of the
subordinate, many
managers leave the subordinate alone -until the first interim
check
point which might be several months away.

According to the Life Cycle

Theory of Situational Leadership, such a "hands-off"
style characterizes low task and low relationship behavior

—a

leadership style appro-

priate only for working on a task with a highly mature
individual or
group.

To use that same leadership style with a subordinate for the

accomplishment of all his/her goals seems unrealistic, with the
possible exception of an unusually talented individual.

In reality, it is

more likely that a leader will have to use a variety of leadership
styles with the same individual for that person to effectively accom-

plish all the goals agreed upon in the MBO process.

Hersey and Blanchard (1974,

p.

Thus, according to

5)

It seems appropriate to suggest that superior and subordinate should negotiate and contrast not only goals and
objectives but also the leadership style the superior should
use with the subordinate if each of those objectives is to
be accomplished.

While Hersey and Blanchard suggested that contracting for leadership style is the "missing link" in MBO, the implementation of this

concept has never been systematically observed or studied.

Figures III

and IV illustrate MBO with and without contracting for leadership style

The author attempted to implement an MBO system which included contracting for leadership style in a science research teaching laboratory.

In
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this case study, the author not only played a major
implementation role,

but attempted to observe and document the process.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this case study was to record and
document the
integration and application of MBO and contracting for a
situational
leadership style in a cell biology research/teaching laboratory
in one

department of a large New England university.

The implementation of

this process occurred through individual contracting
and evaluation

sessions between the leader (lab director) and each of
his followers
(graduate students) in the laboratory.

Contracting sessions, which

occurred early in the academic year and were observed and,
where necessary, facilitated by the author, attempted to:
(1)

Set mutually agreed upon objectives, tasks and evalua-

tive criteria for each follower, and,
(2)

Negotiate an appropriate leadership style for the lab
director to use in helping the graduate students

accomplish each of their agreed-upon objectives or
tasks

Once this process was completed, activities continued in the labo-

ratory as usual.

Toward the end of the academic year, evaluation ses-

sions were held between the director and each of his students (with the

author present) in which an attempt was made to:
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(1)

Evaluate the goal accomplishment of
each graduate
study, and,

(2)

Assess the role of the MBO process and
contracting
for leadership style in task
acccmplishment

Significance of the Study
This case study is significant for three
basic reasons.
it records and documents

,

First,

for the first time , the use of Management
by

Objectives together with a contracting for
leadership style process

based on Life Cycle Theory of Situational
Leadership.
Second, in implementing the initial contracting
sessions, instru-

mentation was used both for diagnostic purposes
and as information to
be utilized by the lab director and his
graduates in determining the

appropriate leadership style needed for specific goal
accomplishment.
The author used the Leader Effectiveness and Adaptability
Description
(LEAD), developed by Hersey and Blanchard (1974), and
the Leader

Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ), developed by Stogdill
and
others (Stogdill and Coons, 1954).

In addition to their use prior to

the initial contracting sessions, the instruments were also
adminis-

tered prior to the final evaluation sessions.

While these instruments

both measure leader behavior, this was the first time they were compared and contrasted in research on leader behavior.

Third, the author introduced the integration of MBO and contracting for leadership style in a systematic step-by-step process often
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associated with the field of Organizational
Development (OD).

Definition of Terms

The terms used throughout the case study have
been defined below
to facilitate reader understanding:

Leadership

—

The process of influencing the activi-

ties of an individual or a group in efforts
toward goal

achievement in a given situation (Hersey and
Blanchard,
1972, p. 68).

Tas k Behavior

— The

extent to which a leader organ-

izes and defines the roles of individuals and
group mem-

bers by explaining what activities each is to do as
well
as when, where and how tasks are to be accomplished.

It

is further characterized by the extent to which a leader

defines patterns of organization, formalizes channels of

comnunication , and specifies ways of getting jobs accomplished (Hersey and Blanchard, 1976).

Relationship Behavior

—

The extent to which a leader

engages in personal relationships with individuals or

group members; the amount of socio-emotional support and

psychological strokes provided; an individual's capacity
to set high but obtainable goals (achievement-motivation)

willingness and ability to take responsibility; task-

relevant education and/ or experience (Hersey and Blanchard
1976).

—

Organizationa l Development

A systematic interven-

tion involving behavior which effects
ongoing social pressures.

Among them are:

(1) Interaction

between individuals;

(2) Interaction between groups;
(3)

The procedures used for transmitting
information, making decisions, planning
actions, and setting goals;

(4) The strategies

and policies guiding the

system, the norms

,

or the unwritten

ground rules or values of the system;
(5)

The attitudes of people toward work, the

organization authority and social values;
(6)

The distribution of effort within the system
(Beckhard, 1975, p. 43).

Leader, Teacher /Leader

—

The identified individual to

whom there exists in the laboratory, some large measure of
accountability; the formal leader of the laboratory; the

individual who has position power (authority) over other

members in the laboratory.
Follower

;

Student / Follower

—

The identified individ-

uals who are influenced by the leader in order to accomplish

certain desired tasks or objectives in the laboratory situation; the individuals whose common objective is to receive
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an academic degree based on relevant
research and informa-

tion received as a direct result of
working in this laboratory.

Methodology
The group involved in the case study
consisted of seven graduate
students, one lab assistant and the lab director
of a research/teaching
laboratory.

The graduate students were full-time
Ph.D. candidates in

a cell biology department of a large New
England university.

The lab

assistant was an undergraduate student at
the same university.

The

group included seven males and two females.
The case study was implemented through a series
of steps often

associated with Organizational Development (OD).

These steps and the

resulting methodology of the case study are described
briefly below.
The time line (by month) for each of the
steps is given at the left

A detailed discussion of methodology

is presented in Chapter III

—

METHODOLOGY.
(1) E ntry

(September/
October)

(2)

(October)

—

The author made an initial contact with
the lab director to determine the feasilibity of
implementing the study in his laboratory. He
considered the project, both feasible and worthwhile^ and suggested that the author make a presentation to the entire laboratory staff to
secure their support. This presentation was made
and the cooperation of all involved in the laboratory was secured.

—

Diagnosis
After the two "entry" meetings, the
author spent a considerable amount of time
reflecting on and analyzing the organizational
setting and the people involved. It was from
_
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this diagnosis that the specifics of the
following steps emerged.

—

Pata-Gathering
The author held a datagathering session with the members of the
laboratory in which she administered the following instruments or questionnaires.
a

->

The Leader Effectiveness and Adaptability
Description (LhAD)
The lab director
completed the LEAD— Self the graduate
students and lab assistant completed
the LEAD-Other (Hersey and Blanchard,
.

(October)

,

1974).
b) The Leader Behavior Description
Ques t'icnnaire (LBDQ) and The Leader

-

Opinion Questionnaire (LOOT
The Tab
director completed the LOQ and the
other members of the laboratory completed the LBDQ (Stogdill and Coons,
!

1954).
c) The Perceptions of Organizational

Characteristics (P.O.C.) Instrument
This instrument which measured perceptions of the organizational climate of
'the laboratory was modified from the
Profile of Organizational Characteristics developed by Rensis Likert (1967).

Hmdamen tal Interpersonal Relations
Orientation-Behavior (FIR0-B)~ This
instrument measured perceived interpersonal behavior in terms of inclusion
control and affection (Shutz, 1957).

d) Hie

The lab director and his staff completed the
first three instruments using their perceptions
of the laboratory and the lab direcror s
behavior at that time
After participants
completed the ETRO-B, they were asked to fill
out the first three questionnaires again but
in terms of how they thought the laborator/
and the lab director's behavior s hould be. The
purpose was to determine any dixierences Between
the real (perceptions of the director's behavior
1

.

as it really was at the time) and
the ideal
(perceptions of what the lab director
'i
behavior should be).
(4)

learning
The author discussed during one
evening, from 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. Hie
-theoretical frameworks involved in MBO and
Life
Cycle Theory of Situational Leadership
with
all involved in the laboratory. This
was done
to increase the participants' knowledge
about
the contracting process and answer any
questions about the project in which they
were
going "to t>0 Involved duping irlie ye<ip
,

(October)

.

(5)

(October/
November

—

Pgta-Gathering ( Continued
The author held
individual meetings with the lab director
and
each of his staff members to share the
results
of their questionnaires and any
implications
these results had for the individual
contracting sessions.

^ was held

—

Contracting Sessions
A contracting session
between the lab director and each of
his .graduate students to determine their
individual goals and objectives for the year
and what leadership style the lab director
should use to help them accomplish each of
their goals and objectives. The author was
present during each of these sessions.

(October/
November)

.

(7)

(February)

—

Renegotiation Session
A renegotiation session was held between the lab director and
each of his graduate students to examine their
progress and to make any appropriate adjustments in either the goals or the style of the
lab director
The author was present during
each of these sessions.
_

.

(

8

)

(May)

(9)

—

Evaluation Session
At the end of the academic year, an evaluation session was held
between the lab director and each of his
graduate students to assess their goal
accomplishments and examine the appropriateness of the lab director's behavior.

—

Final Data-Gathering
(a; Instrumentation:
the author re-administered the actual and

ideal versions of the LEAD- Self LEAD,
Qther , LOQ LBDO and P 0 C
to compare
scores at the beginning of the academic
year and the end.
(b) Interview:
the
author held an extensive interview with
the
lab director and each of the graduate
students. During these interviews, the
author
asked each of the following eight research
questions as guides to examine the effectiveness of the contracting process and the
resulting behavior of the lab director in
helping the graduate students in goal accomplishment
,

(May)

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

Research Questions

These questions were considered in pursuing
the study:
(1)

Will contracting between leader and follower for
appro-

priate leadership style in specific tasks assist
the
follower in accomplishing his/her tasks?
(2) Will

contracting between leader and follower for

leadership style change the leadership style as perceived by the follower?
(3)

Will contracting between leader and follower for
leadership style change the leader's general behavior

as perceived by the followers?
(4)

Will contracting between leader and follower for

leadership style change the leader s behavior as per'

ceived by the leader?
(5)

What will be the results of sharing perceptions of

Hie leader’s leadership style between the leader and
each of the followers?
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(6)

Will the leader feel that
contracting for leadership
style and management by objectives
is a valuable

and viable method for assisting
in the accomplishing
of tasks?
(7) Will the leader

and the followers feel more
responsi-

bility for the accomplishment of
each task because of
the contracting process?
(8) What are the implications
of a difference between the

pre-test and the post-test questionnaire
results?
Questions 1 through

7

were designed to assist the author
in

organizing and analyzing the perceptions
of the leader and the follower.
Question 8 refers to the analysis of
the data derived from the protest
and post-test.

All of the research questions will
be used as organiza-

tional topic headings in Chapter IV

—

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter I has provided the reader with
a brief overview of the
case study.

Chapter II identifies and reviews selected
literature related to
Management by Objectives, the Life Cycle Theory
of Situational Leadership, Organizational Development (OD), and
their integration in this
study.

Chapter III presents a description of the methodology
and procedures of the study including a discussion of the
instruments, the
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research questions utilized in gathering data
and other information,
and the evaluation process

Chapter IV is a discussion of the results of
the study including

a presentation of the pre- and post-test results
and the responses from
the participants in the final evaluation
interviews

Chapter V summarizes the case study and
discusses the implications
for further research on the integration
of MBO and contracting for

leadership style

/
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CHAPTER

II

SELECTED REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE

Introduction

This chapter reviews the literature
relevant to a project which
uses an Organizational Development
(OD) process to implement Management

by Objectives (MBO) together with contracting
for leadership style.
Section One discusses Management by
Objectives and Section TWo discusses several theories of leadership and
their historical development.

Detailed in the second section is the Life
Cycle Theory of Situational
Leadership (Hersey and Blanchard, 1972) which
is the theoretical basis
for the contracting for leadership style
process.

In Section Three,

the author presents a history of each one
of the instruments used in
che present study to measure specific
dimensions of the organization

and its members.

Finally, Section Four discusses the field of

Organizational Development from which were drawn the
various steps used
in implementing this study.

Objectives and Management by Objectives

What the business enterprise needs is a principle of
management that will give full scope to individual strength
and responsibility, and at the same time give common direction of vision and effort establish team work and harmonize Hie goals of the individual with the common weal
^

,

(Drucker, 1954, p. 135).
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Management may be defined as
"accomplishing work throu^
other
people." It is a systemic
approach which includes among
other concerns,
motivation, problem-solving,
and leadership functions
utilised in varied
ways by managers. Goals fern
the structure of the work
to be accomplished and assist the manager
in broadly defining
responsibility for
him/herself and subordinates.
However, the individual also
should have
a set of objectives to use
as a personal guidepost
in the workplace.
Ihe function of the manager
is then to ccxsrdinate all
objectives (including his/her own) in such a
way as to satisfy the needs
of the individual
and the organization. Although
many theories include methods
for
accomplishing this coordiantion
process, no one system has had
such a
dramatic effect on organizational
management techniques as has
managemerit by objectives.
"Management by Objectives is, first
of all, a philosophy of management" (Raia, 1974,
p

.

10).

It is a proactive means of
managing people

as it encourages individuals
to look ahead and plan for
the future.

It

measures performance by looking
at the results of an individual's
plan
and can be utilized to encourage
change in the individual and in
the
individual's organization. Although
it has been used in an autocratic
way, Management by Objectives,
since it is designed as a participative
management technique, tends to be
successful when used in a way which
facilitates participation by all of
the persons involved in the planning. The system, called
Management by Objectives, is well-known
today.
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Early Introduction to MBO

Peter Packer is credited

by objectives.
lives'

5

"Each muxrgsr

gating
.

(Drucker, 1954, p 121).
P-

Self-Control CDmcker,
1954),

responsible for defining their

.

.

the

OTCSpt of

^

nee ds clearly
spelled-out objec.

...

Called Management by
Objectives and

Drier's

*

t hes i s was that

^

objectives and those of
their subordinates in concert with
the larger goals of
the organisation of
which
they were a part. The
manager also participated
in formulating the
goals of the organization
by working with those
above higher in the
organizational hierarchy.
q-Iq
(Ren
vKensis
VLikert calls this the
"linking pin"
function [Likert, 1961,
p. 113 ],)

p'w

Edward Schleh (in Kirohoff,
1971,

p. 4) used a slightly
edified
approach to Management by
Objectives called 'Management
by Results."
Ihe promise of this
technique is that performance
will improve then
results are stated in clearly
measurable terms.
"Management by objectives must be expressed
in terms of the specific
accomplishments or
results expected from each
individual manager if activities
are to be
effectively coordinated (Raia,
1974, p. 13 ). Th is theory
differs
from Dicker's original
idea since it clearly puts
the manager in charge
of deciding both the
objectives and the results for
the subordinate.
Douglas McGregor (in Raia,
1974, p. 13 ) suggested another
modified
version of management by
objectives which included
negotiation by the
subordinate and the superior
of goals and objectives for
the individual.
The subordinate did most
of the goal-setting and the
superior acted as
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a facilitator in assisting with the
formation of those goals

Odiorne (1973) is often credited
with operationalizing neny of
the
original ideas of Drucker into the
system now called Management by
Objectives. Odiorne suggested that
the superior nanager and his/her
subordinate managers work as a team
to jointly identify objectives
for
the subordinates' functions. As
stated in Chapter I,
the system of management by
objectives can be
described as a process whereby the
superior and subordie
e
f
gan ZaUon
identify its^common goals, 2f°
i
define each individual’s
major areas of responsibility in terms of the results expected
of him, and use
these measures as guides for
operating the unit and assessntribUtl °n °f £aCh °f itS members
§
(Odiorne, 1973,
pp 55-56)
.

.

.

^

^T
_

Odiorne suggested that MBO has four
basic phases when -’installed’
in an organization:
(1)

Familiarization of the top nan and his
key executives
(those who report directly to him)
with the system

and how it operates
(2)

Following the decision to install the
system, the top

man and his subordinates program measures
of organizational performance.
(3)

Goal-setting methods are then extended
down through
the organization to the first- line
supervisory level

through a successive series of meetings
between the
various organizational units and their
superiors.
(4)

The necessary changes are made in such
areas as the

appraisal system, the salary and the bonus
procedures
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and the delegation of
responsibility.

Ambiguous

policies are clarified and
procedures that nay be
blocking effective operation of
the system are
amended.

Other changes, such as the
installation of

a system of "responsibility
accounting" by the cost
department, are also made (Odiorne,
1973, p. 69).

In the third phase of the
aforementioned "phases of installation"
goal-setting, Odiorne suggested
four categories of goals
(Odiorne, 1973
p.

71):
(1)

Routine Duties

(2)

Problem-Solving Goals

(3)

Creative Goals

(4)

Personal Goals

Wien engaging in the MBO process

,

the leader and the follower

revrew each specific objective
within one of the stated
goal-categories
and formalize a contract for
each objective. The contract
should contain (Odiorne, 1973, p. 70):
(1)

A statement of the objective;

(2)

A statement containing a listing of
resources and
assistance available to the follower;

(3)

An agreed-upon span of self-control
over the task;

(4)

Information about accomplishment of
the task.

Before outlining the basic
conceptual roots of Management by
Objectives, it is appropriate to
suggest a "rationale" for any

,
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objectives-setting process which involves
people.

—

If you don't have a goal, you have
no idea whether
you are on the right road or not.
You can t assess .'results without some
prior expectations against which to measure them.
You don't know when things are drifting
if you
aren t clear what goal would comprise
"non-driftine-"
s
or purposive action.
People can’t perform what goals the
organization is
seeking (and why) or how well they
are doing in
relation to those goals (Odiorne,
'

.

-

,

1973, p. 61).

The rationale which Odiorne proposed
centers around the individual;
i.e.

,

the person in the job must feel
that what he/she is doing has

some direction, some meaning and some
end result.

The manager plays a

crucial role in that process for he/she
must also be a motivator of
people to do work as well as an accomplisher
of tasks through work.

Implementation Problems

Varney (1972) has suggested that there
are four reasons why a

Management by Objectives system will not
work in some organizations.
First, the superior vho is implementing
the system, may not focus on the

subordinate but instead on the forms and
procedures involved in the
process

.

Second, Management by Objectives can
be a time-consuming

process which may take a superior and
subordinates away from other

seemingly more pressing tasks.

of managing:

Third, this system requires a new style

"MBO is something that needs to be
monitored and observed

on a day-to-day basis, not something you
do every so often" (Varney,
1972, p.

28).

A fourth and final reason for Management by
Objectives'

lack of success in some organizations
is that it may take up to ten
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years to install a well-functioning
system in an organization.

In fact,
it may be 'that organizations are
constantly in a state of flux and
thereby cannot completely accept
any system change.

Odiome

(1973) discussed the nethods of
"installation" and advan-

tages of Management by Objectives (MBO)
in an organization and suggested
drawing on many other fields of
research in order to construct a
rationale for its use. He devoted
little time, however, to the implications for the individual worker and
the change that MBO rakes in his/

her workplace.

While he cautions that

".

ment system as a cut-and-dried
procedure

.

.to conceive of

..."

is not his intention, the
n^ssage is apparent:

a manage-

(Odiorne, 1973, p. 67)

if the individual in

control wants MBO, it can be, at the
very least, installed.

Other contemporary theoreticians
(Gillespie, 1974; Byrd and Ccwan,
1974; Winning, 1974; Raia, 1974) suggested
that MBO must be approached

with a perspective towards its common
implications for the whole organizations, and all of the individuals
vdio will be affected by its
installation.

Approaches to the problems of installation
are varied:

some con-

sider diagnosing the organizational
climate before embarking on the

cure-all approach which MBO ray suggest;
others take into consideration
the "human relations" concept and
include training in the installation

process

Raia (1974, pp. 169-171) suggested
nine separate conclusions which

may be drawn from previous attempts
to implement MBO programs in business and educational institutions

(1)

There is no one best way to design an
MBO system

tor all organizations
(2)

There is no one best solution for
implementation

of an MBO system.
(3)

MBO can be used to increase participation
in an
organization or can be implemented in
order to
assist management.

(4)

MBO is a system and a philosophy
of management.

(5)

The superior is always involved in
the MBO goalsetting process

(6)

Diagnosis of the needs of the organization
must

precede the installation of MBO systems
(7)

MBO systems need skills which may be
different
from those existing within the organization.

(8)

MBO must be integrated with other management
responsibilities so that it does not became an
"extra" duty.

(9)

When personal objectives are included for
each

person in the organization or section where MBO
is installed, they strengthen the integration
of

the concept.

They also may provide him/her with

tangible outcomes

MBO can be an enriching system for an
organization or it can be

threatening change for all those involved in its
implementation.
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Leaders who are in a position to make
decisions as to which direction
xt will take have a major
responsibility to their organizational
membership.

Their leadership behavior, as a
consequence, becomes extremely

important.

Leadership
"Great Man" Approach

Stogdxll (1974), in a comprehensive
review of leadership theory,
suggested that early theories in
leadership centered around the individual. Jennings (in Stogdill,
1974) called this the "great man
theory," which was typified in the
literature of the late 1800's and
the 1900 s by studies of
people who were in power or leadership
positions, such as kings or politicians.

It was difficult to sort out the
various -traits that some individuals
engendered which made them

leaders, however, the research
attempted to isolate and define the

leader as a particular kind of
individual.

Scientific Management

— Classical

_School of Management Theory

Although not strictly a leadership
theorist, ihederick Taylor,
the "father” of Scientific
Management, has influenced greatly the

writings of leadership theory.

Implicit in Taylor's writings was the
notion that human beings were
basically lazy and used work only as a

means to an end.

The scientific management theorists
suggested that

workers must be forced to do the work
they were assigned.

The emphasis
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was therefore removed from the traits
of the leader and was placed
on
the role the worker played in
accomplishing work. Taylor's
writings
were considered a cornerstone in the
Classical School of Management

Theory

Another member of the classical
management theory field was Henri
Fayol.
Similar to Taylor in his view of
workers, Fayol posited that
workers must be controlled at all
times by their leaders, and rewarded
by them for accomplishing their
assignments. The functions of the
leader were to plan, organize, command,
coordinate and control. According to Fayol and Taylor, leaders
are not endwed with any "special"

leadership abilities.

The Human Relations Approach

The next notable work in leadership
theory was the research of
Elton Mayo.

His studies at the Western Electric
Company, though cen-

tered around the behaviors of the
subordinates, paved the way for
later writings in vAat is now called
the Horan Relations School of

Management

The function of ‘the leader under human
relations theorv was
to faciiitate cooperative goal attainment
among followers
while providing opportunities for their
personal growth and
deveiopment
His rnarui focus , contrary to scientific
management theory, was on individual needs
and not the needs of'
the organization (Hersey and Blanchard,
1972 p. 70 ).
.

,

The primary emphasis of the human
relations school was on the
motives of the subordinates, especially
the subordinates’ needs for
social interaction and recognition as well
as needs to accomplish work.
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Halal (1974, p. 406) suggested
that "Humn relations
emphasizes a
social relationship between
sutordinates and superior in
which social
rewards and sanctions are
employed to obtain compliance;
the superior
uses authority in socially
acceptable forms, provides
subordinates with
emotional support, and encourages
social interaction and
affiliation."
McGregor (1960), often considered
a member of the human
relations
group and/or a "humanistic"
theorist (Stogdill, 1974),
proposed a
paradigm called Theory X-Theory
Y which juxtaposed the scientific
management theorists with the
human relations movement.
Theory X contained the assumption that workers
were primarily motivated by
security
and not concerned with
responsibility, whereas Theory Y
postulated
that people were self-directed
and concerned with
self-satisfaction
through work. The job of the
leader in a Theory Y organization
is to
structure the environment to
facilitate fulfillment of the
personal
needs of the worker while
accomplishing organizational goals.
Participatory Theory of
Management
Tiie

participative theory of management
was a powerful addition to
some of the earlier concepts
of the Hunan Relations Movement.
Although
it is concerned with the
structure of organizations,
participative
management considers the interaction
between the leader and the followers.

Rensis Likert (1961), a leader in
this school of thought,

suggested that the leadership in an
organization can be viewed as one
° X ^ OUr bci31C t3/pes 0±
s y stem3 of management.
System One is oriented
toward the leader of the
organization with all responsibility and
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authority located there; directions
are "sent

do*"

the chain of ccm-

nand to the subordinate.

System IVo alleys a few
decisions to be made
further down the line of
management. The leader nay,
in this kind of
environment, have an almost
condescending termer in relating
to subordinates.
System Three allows more control
and responsibility to flow
down the hierarchy. Subordinates
are permitted to take
sate decisions
and communication is directed
both up and down. System Four
presumes
that the leader has complete
confidence in the subordinate.
Decisions
are made on all levels of
the system, and communication
is horizontal
as well as vertical.
Likert's theory includes many
variables beyond the interaction
of the leader and the follower.
In this
1_L
u, a more
resnect it is
lespecr,
comprehensive theory of leadership
since it takes into
i n tn ^
consideration communication patterns, control, and
decision-making; i.e., the situation
in
which the leader finds him/herself.
Likert, as in the case of many
theorists, states that there is an
"answer" to the concern for a "one
best method" of leading workers.
"Research in organizations is yielding increasing evidence that
the superior's skill in supervising
his
subordinates as a group is an
important variable affecting his
success:
the greater his skill in
using group methods of supervision,
the
greater are the productivity and
job satisfactions of his subordinates"
(Likert, 1961 , p.

~e

26 ).

Initial Stages of the Situational
Approach

Other theorists who approached
the problems of leadership with a
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view of the group's concerns, modified
by changing environmental
conditions,, were Hemphill (1949), Lippitt
(1949), and Stogdill (1950). A

leader among the first theorists who
examined situational variables
was
Fred E. Redder. In some of his early
work, ELedler suggested that
an effective leader was one who
combined certain personality attributes
with situational factors

The problem at issue is whether (a)
the tendency to behave
in a considerate, employee-centered
manner is an attribute
of the leader's ^personaiity, and
therefore properly considered to be his leadership style; or
(b) whether the
leader s personality and the situation
interact, and the
pcrson^ who is considerate under other
conditions (Fiedler ’
Fleishman and Hunt, 1973, p. 43 ).
_

m

Ihe leader then has certain ways in
which he/she relates to subordinates

under certain conditions because of
a coi^ination of his/her personality
and also because of the conditions in
which the individuals are relating.

Some research has found that effective
leaders are also sensitive

to the changing conditions of their
groups and flexible in adapting

their behavior to the requirements of
the group and the situation
(Cartwright and Zander, 1968; Georgopoulos
and Mann, 1962; Tannenbaum,

Kallejian and Weschler, 1954).

A general theory which combines leadership with
a theory of motivation is the path-goal ttieory (Atkinson,
1958; Vrocm, 1964; Georgopoulos,

Mahoney and Jones, 1957; House, in Fleishman,
1973).

This theory, par-

tially derived from research in
achievement-motivation, assumes that
individuals are motivated by a drive to achieve
and only need the

leader to clarify the means for attaining that
acliievement

.

Path-goal
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also involves expectancy thecty which
suggests that individuals will
engage in a behavior (work) only if
they expect an outcoue. The
level
of accomplishment, hovever, is equal
to the expectation of positive
or
negative outcome.

^

b£ fUI her extended
1 relevance d broken down into
parts that have specific
for leadership using
s trment*l:gty advanced by Evans
This is the cognition of the degree
(1968);
to which
following a particular path (behavior)
will lead to a paricuiar outcome, it is akin to (but
not identical to) the
concept of expectancy introduced by
Vrocm.
Evans
Uyb8) has also advanced an extension of
Vroom’s (1964)
e
arid 3 path-goal theory of
leadership. His theory
-^ n^c.
1
is
different xrom the one presented here
in that its predictions are not contingent on situational
variables
(House, in Fleischman, 1973,
pp. 143-144)

«

'

_

The literature indicates that more
research in the area of

motivational-leadership phenomenon may be
appropriate.

There is emerg-

ing research which suggests, for
example, that the function of the

leader (operationalizing path-goal) would
be to clarify "paths" for
the subordinate, reduce role ambiguity,
and watch for pitfalls which

may obstruct the subordinates’ personal
satisfaction and the accomplishment of tasks.

If this proves valid, it has far-reaching
implications

for theories involving leader behavior.

Leader Behavior / Follower

— Perception

Models

A leadership theory which involves the interaction
between the
leader, the followers, and the situation can
be described as a leader-

behavior, follower-perception model.

The origins of this type of model

are based on behavioral dimensions suggested
by sociological research.
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Leader behavior is categorized as
confining "instrumental and socialemotional, or expressive" (House, .in
ELeishnan, 1973, p. 141). All
of
the theories of this type are based
to sane extent on the pioneering
research of Ralph Stogdill at Ohio
State University. He and his
associates formulated a theory of leader
behavior based on two dimensions,
and Con sideration (Stogdill and
Coons, 1957)
They isolated these two dimensions
out of several hundred and suggested
that all leaders engendered some of
each of the two dimensions in their
behavior toward subordinates. The
interaction suggested was leader
behavior (Initiating Structure and
Consideration) which was dependent
on the situation. Reddin (1967)
later introduced an effectiveness
dimension and postulated that leader
behavior was effective or ineffective, depending on the situation
in which the leader interacted with
the followers

The Life Cycle Theory of Situational
Leadership was developed
from these early paradigms of leader
behavior (Hersey and Blanchard,
1969).

Life Cycle Theory of Situational Leadership

Hersey and Blanchard suggested that "by adding
an effectiveness
dimension to the task (Initiating Structure) and
relationship (Consideration) of earlier leadership models, we
are attempting to integrate
the concepts of leader style with
situational demands of a specific

environment" (Kersey and Blanchard, 1972).

Hersey and Blanchard (1372)

suggest that "when the style of a leader is
appropriate to a given
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situation, it is termed affective;
when his style is inappropriate
to
a given situation, it is tented
ineffective." No single style
is more
effective than any other style
as illustrated in their
li-Dimensional

Leader Effectiveness Model
(Figure v)
The Life Cycle of Situational
Leadership Theory is an outgrowth
of the original research in
leader behavior done by the
staff at the
Bureau of Business Research,
Ohio State University. In
particular,
Hersey and Blanchard have used
the tern Task Behavior to
replace

Initiating Structure and the
tern Relationship Behavior to
replace
Consideration.
In addition, they have nude
modifications in these
original definitions. They define
these concepts as:

^sk

Behavior [is] the extent to
which a leader organizes
and defines the roles of
individuals and group members by
J^iaimng what activities each is to
do as well as when
where and how tasks are to be
accomplished. It is further
ch^actenzed. by the extent to which a
leader defin^at
erns of organization formalizes
channels of conrnunicKion
mttmg j °bS aec™P lishe <3 Pfrsey and’
_

,

BlancSifS?”^

^^Tl£nshrg_ Behavior

[is] the extent to which a
leader
personal relationships with individuals
or group
f-^otiona! support and psySS- P
S2cal
°5
Provided bV bhe l eader as well as the" extent
t
interpersonal coimunications
and fa^lh
facilitating behaviors (Hersey and Blanchard,
1976).

“

^Sh“

The Life Cycle Theory is concerned
primarily with observed behavior.

The style of a leader is determined
by the behavior he/she uses,

ab Pe rceiv ed by other s

others.

,

when attempting to influence the behavior
of

The situational variable which the
Life Cycle Theory adds is

the concept of follower maturity.

If a leader can determine the task

«

relevant maturity of his/her

ship style

oar.

follows),
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then the appropriate
leader-

be dhosen for working in
that situation.

Hersey and
Blanchard suggest a curvilinear
relationship (Figure I) between
the
dimensions of task tehavior (the
amount of direction and
supervision
the leader must provide for
follower/.)) and relationship
behavior
(the amount of sccio-emotional
support needed by follower(s)
from the
leader) and fcaiojer maturity
for determining the
appropriate leadership style to be used in a
given situation. Maturity
is defined in the
Life Cycle Theory of
Situational Leadership as:
"The capacity to set
high but obtainable goals:
willingness and ability to take
responsibility; education and/or
experience" (Hersev and Blanchard,
1974, p. 6).
Maturity in all cases is
considered task-relevant (Hersey
and Blanchard,
that is , people are not immature
)
>
P
or impure in any total
sense; they are immature or
mature depending on the task to
be acccmplished.
,

As Figure I suggests, the
Life Cycle Theory further postulates
a
developmental scale of appropriate
leadership style. As the maturity
of a follower or followers
increases (with, for example, more
education
or experience in a specific
area) , that follower will initially
require
less task behavior and more
relationship behavior until eventually
the
follower will need not only less
task behavior but also less socioemotional support or relationship
behavior from his/her leader.
Much of the research in the study
of leader behavior has been
carried out in the business world,
some research has been done in
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education.

Halpin (1959) conducted an extensive
study of the leader

behavior of school superintendents and
Dawson, Messe, and Phillips
(1972), and Hersey and Blanchard (1969)
have conducted some small

studies

m

educational settings where the instructor
was considered as

the leader and the students as followers.

in t5?e twenty years of leadership
research on Consideration
and Initiating Structure, there have
been fewer than five
experimental studies. Certainly a major
reason for this
small number is the difficulty of
obtaining a research
environment where experimental manipulations
are possible
and practical. The present research
demonstrates the usetulness of the classroom for such
experimentation in leadership research (Lowm and Craig,
1966, p. 375).
<

Although many of these studies determined
that one style of leadership was used more frequently than
other styles, more research must be

conducted in this most fundamental of
theories.

Contemporary research

in leadership theory may shed
much new light on previous findings
and

provide even more helpful implications
for leaders in all fields.

The

instruments used to measure leadership
behavior are a crucial part of

such research.

The Leader Effectiveness and Adaptability

Description Questionnaire (LEAD)
(Hersey and Blanchard, 1973)

The LEAD instrument was developed by Hersey
and Blanchard from

work done at the Center for Leadership
Studies

Ohio University and

,

the Center for Leadership and
Administration, University of

Massachusetts.

— Seif

There are two forms of the LEAD

and Other.

The
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LEAD Self is completed by the leader himself
/herself , while the LEAD-

Other is completed by a leader’s superior(s),
associates (peers) or
followers.

The instrument asks for self- or other-perception
of what

a leader would do in twelve situations.
The LEAD measures three aspects of leader
behavior:
(2)

(1) style;

style range; and (3) style adaptability (Hersey
and Blanchard,

1973, p.

3).

Style
Style is defined as consistent patterns of behavior
of
the leader as perceived by others
This behavior is what
others learn to recognize as that leader's style or
personality.
Leadership stvle can be measured on two
separate and distinct dimensions
task behavior and relationship behavior (Hersey and Blanchard, 1973,
p. 3).
_

.

:

In the LEAD, a leader's dominant style and supporting
styles are

determined by the frequency of choices of a particular
style for the
twelve situations as perceived by the leader himself
/herself (LEADSelf) and others

(

LEAD-0 ther )

.

A leader's dominant style

he/she or others indicate the leader uses most often.

is the style

Supporting

styles are styles that the LEAD suggests a leader can use on
occasion

(his/her flexibility)

Style Range

The LEAD also measures style range.

A leader

s dominant style plus supporting styles determines style range.
In essence, this is the extent to
which one can vary or is perceived to vary one's leadership style. Some leaders are able to modi fy their
1
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behavior considerably, Other
leaders seem to be limited
to one dominant style (Hersey
and Blanchard, 1973, p. 4
).
Range is determined by the frequency
of ehoiees of each of the
four
styles of the Life Cycle Theory of
Situational Leadership.
Style Adaptability

The Lead instrument also measures
style adaptability.

Style adaptability is the degree
to which leader behavor xs appropriate to the demands
of a given situation,
s, a person with a narrow
style range can be effective
over a long period of time if the
leadfr has a high pSb!
ability of success. Conversely, a
person with a wide
range of styles may be ineffective
if these behaviors are
not consistent with the demands of
the situation (Hersev
and Blanchard, 1973, p. 4 ).
Scores for measuring style adaptability
are weighted, with the

behavior with the highest probability of
success weighted +2 and the
lowest probability of success as a -2.

All of the scores from the LEAD instrument
can be placed on the
Tri-Dxmensional Leader Effectiveness Model
(Hersey and Blanchard, 1972).
Thus, the LEAD provides an individual
with feedback on self-

perception and the perception of others on
his/her leadership style in
terms of task and relationship behavior.

It also gives the leader

information about the amount of flexibility in
his/her style.

In addi-

tion, it tells the leader whether the
style he/she has selected is

appropriate to a given situation according to Life
Cycle Theory of
Situational Leadership.

The LEAD is being utilized in many different
situations:
education, government, military and health care.

industry,

Its validity and
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reliability are in the process of being
established.

However, it can
be extremely useful as a diagnostic
instrument which ray be used in
combination with other instruments to
assess leader behavior in OD
interventions and in leadership training.

The Leader Behavior Description
Questionnaire (LEDO)

and The Leader Opinion Questionnaire
(LOO)

Early research on leadership looked
at the situational factors
present in leader-follower interaction.
Hemphill (in Heishm an, 1973),
with a team from the Personnel Research
Board of Ohio State University,
generated over fifteen hundred statements
concerning leadership behaviors.

They arrived at a list of ten categories
within which the

descriptive statements seemed to fit.
(1)

The categories included:

Initiation—The frequency with which a leader
tries
out new ideas.

(2)

—The

Representation

frequency with which the leader

defends the work group or acts on its behalf.
(3)

fraternization

—-The

frequency with which the leader

mixes with the group.
(4)

Organization

—The

frequency with which the leader

defines work, his/her own or the work of the group.
(5)

Domination

—The

frequency with which the leader

restricts the activity of the group.

—The

(6) Recognition

frequency with which the leader

expresses approval behavior.
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(7)

Production Emphasis

—The

frequency with which the

leader sets level of achievement
(8)

—The

Integration

frequency with which the leader

increases cooperaf ion among group members
(9) Communication-Down
(10)

—The

frequency with which the

leader provides information to the group.

Communication-Up

—The

frequency with' which the

leader keeps informed about what is
happening in
the work group.

Each of the dimensions contained fifteen
items.

Patterns which

emerged as a result of administering these
questionnaires to many different groups are well-known in leadership
literature.

Halpin (in

Fl eishman , 1973) in 1952 found that
two sets of interrelated functions

seemed to emerge from the data.

The original dimensions of Initiation

and Fraternization (integrated with other dimensions)
were suggested
as the two most notable dimensions.

Initiation was later called

Initiation of Structure or Initiating Structure; fraternization
was

included with other similar dimensions and termed
Consideration.

Other

dimensions which were included in Consideration were Communication
and

Representation

Halpin (1959) defined the LBDQ dimensions of Initiating Structure
and Consideration in his study involving school superintendents
as:

Initiating Structure refers to the leader's behavior in
delineating the relationship between himself ana members
of the work-groups, and in endeavoring to establish welldefined patterns of procedure. Consideration refers to
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behavior indicative of friendship,
mutual trust, respect
warmth in the relationship between
the leader and the
members o. his staff (Halpin, 1959
p. 26 ).
,

In addition to the Halpin studies

,

the LBDQ was used with air

force crews and their commanders, naval
crews, industrial groups and
department chairpersons in liberal
arts colleges.

Although fleishman (1973) has suggested
that there is consistency
in tie data derived over the several
years since the inception of these
studies, Fiedler and Chemers state
that evidence gathered has been

inconclusive (Fiedler and Chemers, 1974).

Fleishman (1973, p. 48)

suggests that "While we have demonstrated
stability in these patterns
across time within particular leader-group
situations, we know less

about consistency of the same leader's
behavior across different situations

.

Dawson, Hesse and Phillips (1972) conducted
a study using a

modified version of the LBDQ with college
students and their teachers.
Results showed that students were effected
by the amount of Consideration and Initiating Structure which the
teacher utilized in the classroom.

The critical point of this study was that
the dimensions of

Consideration and Initiating Structure can be
applied in an academic
setting which considers the teacher as "leader"
and the student as
"follower.
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The Profile of Organizational
Characteristics
Instrument (P.O.C.)
In the early 1960's, Likert
and his associates at the
Institute
for Social Research at the
University of Michigan developed
the P.O.C.
to examine the perceptions of
people about their work environment.
Likert developed this profile
from his theory of management
systems.
In this theory he suggested
that organizations can be
categorized in
one of four general "systems"-nanging
from an authoritative structure
to a participative structure. He
further constructs a continuum
with
Exploitive Authoritative as System
I; Benevolent Authoritative
as
System II; System III is called
Consultative and System IV, Participative Group (Likert, 1961).

In a System I HBnagan^nt structure,
management has little or no
trust in subordinates. Decisions
are nade at the top and comiunication
of those decisions is downward
to the bottom of the organizational
ladder.

Likert suggests that with this kind
of management go mistrust

and punishment in most of the
interactions between worker and manager.

System II management includes a condescending
kind of trust in
subordinates.

Although many decisions are still made at the
top, some

are made lower in the hierarchy but
within a framework set up by top

management.

Control is located at the top but some
controls are dele-

gated to middle management.

Management has more trust in subordinates in
a System III organization.

Communication is upward as well as downward, and
interaction
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between superior and subordinate is
usually with much more confidence.
Motivation toward general organizational
goals is more apparent.
Ln System IV, confidence in the
subordinate by the superior is
complete
There is much decision-making
throughout the organization
and the whole atmosphere may be
more friendly and open. Responsibility
for tasks is widespread and control
is no longer localized.
.

A basic assumption in this theory

is that organizations may
start
out in System I with control and
decision-making located at the "top"

of the hierarchy, but that eventually
the organization should move
through the continuum to a more
participative type of structure. In
reality, according to Likert, this seldom
occurs.

fhese relationships can be used for
extrapolation to discover noth the leadership and interactional
oatterns and
the organizational and operating
characteristics of a form
lz tlon which we have not yet found
fully developed
f
?£
n the business world; namely, the
participative-group form
of organization (Likert, 1961 p. 232
).

°^

,

Participative management is a prevalent theory
within the Human
Relations School of Management.

It rests on the assumption that sub-

ordinates are basically motivated by an
iimer need for self-satisfaction

which may be achieved through work.

Self-motivated people must be

included in decisions which involve their working
environment.
Likert's profile was developed to diagnose an
organization in
"Systemic" terms

.

Characteristics which are specifically analyzed via

this instrument are:

leadership, motivation, communication, decisions,

goals, and control.

The original profile, developed by Likert and his
associates, used
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a twenty-point scale on
which the answers to the
eighteen questions
were placed. The scale, in
the fort, of a continues,,
was divided into
four longitudinal columns using
the four Systems described
above. The

response to each question would
fall into one of the four
system. The
following example is taken free,
the original instrument
and is in the
category of Communication
(Likert,
1967, p. 234).

What Is

Usual Direction of Information
How?

tire

feat is the usual
direction of information flow?
L

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

Downward

Mostly
Downward

X X

^

1

1

>

SYSTEM

2

1

1

Down
And Up
L
1

i

3

SYSTEM 4
Dcwn, Up
and
Sideways

l

_i

i

t.i

I

Responses are categorized into System
1-4 as they move from left
to right on the continuum.

fee original instalment contained
twenty questions.

However, the
version used in this study was
reduced to eighteen questions and
modified slightly to fit the laboratory
group to whom it would be admin-

istered (See Appendix A).

fee Fundamental Interpersonal Relations

Orientation-B Instrument (FIRO-B)
fee FIRO-B (for behavior) is an instrument
developed by William
Schutz which measures the amount or
extent of expressed (e) behaviors

and the amount or extent of wanted
(w) behaviors individuals exhibit in
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their interpersonal relationships
with others (See Appendix A).
This
instalment is based on the FIRO
theory of behavior in
interactions
"The basic assumption of
this approach is that people
need people."
(Schutz, 1958 , p. 446). He
suggests that all people have
certain basic
interpersonal needs for bringing
end keeping their work in
equilibria
Schutz divides these needs into
three distinct dinensions : ( 1
)
the
need for inclusion; (2) the
need for control; and (3) the
need for
affection.
The need for inclusion denotes
the extent to which a person
likes
to belong to groups; to
mingle or interact with others.
It is also the
amount of privacy versus the
amamt of "otherness" the individual
prefers

The^need for control concerns the
maintenance of relationships to
others regarding power and
influence (Schutz, 1958). This may
be interpreted as "controlling others
before they control (or threaten) you."
ihe continuum of control extends
from a need to control the whole
environment and everything in it to
not wanting or needing to control
anyone or anything. The amount of
control an individual needs or has
depends on how much control that
individual is comfortable in exercising.

Affection is the third "need" in the FIRO.

This is the extent to

which one needs love or friendship from
others and how mudi one gives
to others.

"At one extreme, individuals like very
close, personal

relationships with each .individual they meet..

At the other extreme are
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those who

Ute their

personal relationships to be
quite impersonal and
distant, perhaps friendly but
not close and intimate" (Sdhutz,
1958,
p.

446).

In interpersonal relationships,
the theory suggests that there
are
two aspects or ways in which to
view the three dimensions of
inclusion,
control, and affection.
"For each dimension these two
aspects may be
distinguished:
(1) the behavior he initiates
toward others, his
expressed behavior; and (2) the behavior
he prefers others to express
toward him, his wanted behavior"
(Schutz, 1958, p. 455 ).
’

'

In the FIRO-B, persons are asked
to respond to fifty-four state-

ments which are divided into four
groups and are concerned with their

interpersonal behavior as they perceive
it.

Individuals have a choice

of six responses for two of the groups
of statements:

usually, often,

sometimes, occasionally, rarely, never.

groups of state-

ments have the following responses:

The other

-two

most people, nenv people, seme

people, a few people, one or two people,
nobody.

Scores for the ITRO-B are based on the
numbers of responses to
each set of statements and range from

0

to

9.

A score between

is considered a "low" score; a score
between 4 and

"medium" score; and a score between
score.

7

and

9

6

0

and

3

is considered a

is considered a "high"

Low, medium and high scores refer to the
amount or extent of

expressed or wanted behaviors.

The FIRO-B instrument can be utilized in different
ways.

In this

study , the instrument was used as a diagnostic
tool to discover the
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individual personal perceptions
of group

tiers'

behavior in the three

dimensions discussed above for
use by the author.

However, the ERO-B
was not used as a part of the
research design of the pre-test
and the
post- test
Therefore the results will not
be discussed in Chapter
IV.

Steps in an Organizational
Development (OD)

Intervention
This section describes an
Organizational Development COD) inters
vention as a systematic set of
steps through whirl, a consultant
moves
in order to assist an
organization in achieving a desired
change
(Lippitt, Watson and Westley,
1958).

The steps used in implementing

this case study consisted of
nine basio phases:

Entry, Diagnosis,
Data-Gathering, Training, Contracting,
Renegotiation, Evaluation, DataGathering (Continued), and Exit-.

Entry

:

The first phase to be discussed
is the entry phase.

This phase is
the time when the consultant
contracts or is contacted by the organization.

"Organizational leaders come to professionals
for help or pro-

fessionals seek them out for learning"
(Levinson, 1972, p. 11 ).
The. person with whcm the consultant
makes his/her initial contact
is considered the key client.

During initial meetings with the key

client, the consultant needs to remain
objective in order to "hear- and
un derstand what the client is
trying to tell him.

order of skill" (Margulies and Raia,
1972, p. 37).

This requires a high
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There are a number of reasons why a
consultant is asked to enter
an organization (Levinson, 1972, and Margulies
and Raia, 1972).

A

client organization canes to a consultant
for help if it:

(1) has

a problem that members of the organization
cannot

solve themselves and thus they are "calling
for heln"
(2) is

suffering from inadequacies and is not moving

toward its goals;
(3)

has a member or sub-group which is causing
difficulties and discomfort.

While the entry phase of an intervention must include
an awareness
of the client and the organizational problem(s),
the consultant must
also have an awareness of his/her values and their
relationship to the
needs of the client.

If this is not taken into consideration, as

Sarason (1971) suggests, a consultant may begin to attempt
to change an

organization where change may not be necessary or desirable
Diagnosis

:

In an intervention, it is sometimes difficult to determine
where

the entry ends and the diagnosis phase begins.

This is because the

consultant starts gathering data about the organization from the moment
he/she enters.
intervention.

The diagnosis refers to the perscriptive stage of the
It is the time when the consultant begins to find out

what problems the organization may have.

However, the consultant may

also use the diagnostic phase to decide what manner of intervention
to
use in the organization.

When the objective of the intervention is
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research-oriented, there may not be a "problem.”
(197/

,

pp.

Schmuck and Runkel

17-18) suggest that there are several
types of intervention

levels
(1)

Mj£Saj_.gssigninent of tasks

.

This is a redistri-

bution of tasks not necessarily relating
to the
individuals who are responsible for them.
(2) Direct influence on performance

.

This is a

performance-based level and uses rewards and
punishments to manipulate the individual in
accomplishing
the task.

influence on the interpersonal interactions

through which work is accomplished

.

This includes

collaboration, delegation of responsibility and

role-clarification

^

interpersonal emotional rearrangement

.

The feel-

ings and attitudes of the participants and their

interpersonal perceptions are the foci.
(5)

Therapy

.

.The awareness

of past experience, its

effects on coping with life, are predominant in
this intervention level.

The consultant should be constantly gathering information and
making decisions concerning the level and type of intervention to be
made.

The type of intervention the consultant utilizes is based in

part on what he/she senses in "looking around" the organization.

Some
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aspects of the organization that the consultant
should consider in his/

her diagnosis are:

organizational structure, climate, group
inter-

action, leadership behavior, and the power
structure.
It is crucial for the consultant to remain
aware of his/her values

and those of the organization, because
he/she may decide, after diag-

nosing the organization, that it is not appropriate
to proceed with the
intervention.

Sometimes, basic differences in the personal
values and

goals of the consultant and the organization or
the key client may

prompt this decision.

It is usually best to make this decision
early

in the intervention.

Data-Gathering

:

Some levels of intervention may require the consultant
to formally

gather .information from the participants in the intervention.
are different ways such information can be gathered.

There

Questionnaires

may be used which allow people to answer questions in a
confidential

manner with honest disclosure of information.

However, questionnaires,

because they are structured, limit the freedom of response.

Thus, it

may be necessary to Integrate any questionnaires used with other forms
of data-gathering, such as interviewing and participant-observation.

The rationale for providing some kind of training is that the
skills and knowledge learned can be applied in the organizational setting.
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The purpose of training
is to teach

or. assist the
partioipants in
learning sate new knowledge which
will ultimately lead them to
develop
a more effective working environment.

Training can have one (or more)
of four different objectives:
(1)

——fetical

knowledge-

The introduction of new

knowledge, theory and fact, perhaps
in a lecture
format.
(2)

&ou£jnowledge.

Data-feedback constitutes this

kind of training

.

The participants are "fed" the

composite results of questionnaires,
particularly

concerning the organization.

The objective may be

to increase communication between members
of the
organization.

^

Self knowledge

.

Individual data-feedback

.

The

individual is given information about him/her
as

a result of questionnaires and may be
asked to
respond to it.

The implication is that change

in attitude or behavior may result from new
infor-

mation about oneself.
(

4 ) Self-discovered knowledge

.

Experiential learning

allows people to choose new behaviors which may be

more effective.

Training in communication is one

such example.

The consultant should be aware of the objectives for training
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groups or individuals.

He/she has the responsibility to choose
the

knowledge level most appropriate to the needs of
the organization and
the objectives of the intervention.

Contracting

:

Sidney Simon (1972,

p.

319) says of contracting, "It is one thing

to talk -about wanting something in life, and
another thing to do some-

thing about it.

(Contracting) attempts to close the gap between
what

we want and what we are doing about it."
only the process of living up to it.

The value of any contract is

In some interventions, it may be

appropriate to encourage people to formally contract for
changes in
certain behaviors.

Management by Objectives (MBO) is an example of a

contracting process between a superior and his/her subordinate
(s)
around goals and objectives.

Renegotiation and Evaluation

:

Once a contract has been established, there are periodic "checkpoints" where the initial contract may be changed, renegotiated or
renewed.

(For a more detailed explanation of the contracting process

as it relates to MBO, see Section II of Chapter III.)

Data-Gathering (Continued)

:

After the intervention has been completed, the consultant may wish
to gather more data, particularly if he/she is interested in evaluating

any impact the intervention had on the organization and individuals

within it.
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Exit

:

IMs

is.

organization.

the point at which the consultant
has agreed to leave the

The participants should be prepared
ahead of time for

tins exit, if possible, so that they can
begin to shed any dependency
on the consultant that may have developed.

Dependence on the consul-

tant is a natural phenomenon which the
consultant should be aware of

throughout the intervention.

If the organization has, with the assis-

tance of the consultant, gained the majority
and skill to be able to
continue the process of its own positive
growth, the consultant will
no longer be needed.

Summary

Chapter II has presented an overview of the
literature which is

relevant to this study.

Management by Objectives was discussed in the

first section of Chapter II, followed by a
second section dealing with
the historical development of leadership
theory in organizations.

Sec-

tion three suggested the developmental aspects
of the instruments used
in the study, while the last section
presented the process of

Organizational Development, from which was drawn the
systematic steps
used in implementing the study.

Chapter III will describe the Methodology of the study.

It will

include a description of the study, facility, sample
and instruments
used.
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CHAPTER III
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

Tins chapter details the
design, sequencing and method
used in
implementing the study. It will
describe the implementation of
the
conxr acting process for objectives
and for leadership style. The
systemic format used to implement
the study is drawn in part from
steps
associated with Organizational
Development.

Hie description of the
implementation is followed by a
description
of the facility or site of the
study and a description of the
sample.
Hie chapter concludes with a
description of the instrumentation
used in
the pre- and post- tests.

Structure and Description of the Study

The structure of the study is based
on a format associated with
some OD interventions. This OD
process is one method of moving in
and out of an organization.

Chapter II.

OD has been described in detail in

This intervention is divided into nine
phases:

Diagnosis, Data-Gathering

,

Entry,

Training, Contracting, Renegotiation, Evalua-

tion, Data-Gathering (Continued),
and Exit.

Entry

:

The author was contacted by the lab
director.

At the first meeting
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the lab director outlied the
structure of the laboratory in
terms of
its research focus. He discussed
each of his students in -the lab
group
detail as well as two former doctoral
students who had graduated two
years earlier. He suggested at this
meeting that his objective in

m

allowing the author into the lab
was to improve communications
between
him and his students and to analyze
his leadership style, using the
Life Cycle Theory of Situational
Leadership. TWo action steps
resulted
from this initial meeting.
(1)

The author would make an initial
decision whether or
not to do the study.

(2)

If the author decided to implement
the study, she

would arrange future meetings with
the director to
gain more information about the lab
and its menbers
and formulate more specific goals
for the project.
Once the author decided to implement
the study, two more meetings

were scheduled with the director.

During these meetings, the author

asked more probing questions about the
lab in an attempt to clarify
the reasons for asking the author into
the laboratory.

The lab direc-

tor detailed his past experiences with graduate
students.
The major focus of his concern was around his
leadership flexi-

bility in the laboratory.

The lab director expressed a desire to

increase his flexibility in directing the research
projects and experi-

mentation in the laboratory.

If this increased flexibility occurred,

he hoped communications would improve between himself
and each of the
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graduate students in the laboratory.
This meeting assisted the author in clarifying the
expectations

of the lab director.

She felt that

it:

was critical that each of his

expectations be well-understood and realistic.
The author and the lab director both agreed that
it would be

appropriate for the author to meet with the lab group and
discuss the
study with them.

Diagnosis

:

The author was present at the next lab meeting
as had been

previously arranged.

The objective in attending this meeting was for

the consultant to see and meet with the members
of the laboratory, pre-

sent the proposed study, and discuss their
immediate feelings about it.

Lab meetings were usually held at 8:00 a.m. every
Wednesday in
the laboratory.

The usual purpose of these meetings, as explained to

the author by the lab director, was to encourage
the graduate students
to present their current research and experiment results.

Tne presenta-

tion would then be analyzed and criticized by the other menbers
of the
lab.

On the morning the author was present, one of the students was

presenting a series of possible dissertation topics.

All students were

present at this meeting.

After the students had completed their evaluation of the work presented, the lab director introduced the author to the group.

The

author encouraged people to ask questions concerning the project.

Con-

fidentiality of information was discussed at length by the author.

The
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group was assured that all results would
be coded.

The members were

also asked to consider whether they wanted
to participate in the study
at all.
individuals were asked to contact the
author within a week

after this meeting if they did not wish
to be a part of the study.
Hie author wanted to convey the feeling
to group meters that anyone

not wishing to become involved with the
study would not be forced to
do so. After a number of questions, the
meeting was adjourned.

During the following week, the author
was not contacted by any of
the individuals in the lab and therefore
decided to implement the
study.

Data-Gathering

:

The author designed the study and used a
pre-test and post-test
format to determine the perceptions of the
graduate students and the
lab director regarding leadership and
organizational climate of the

laboratory
The questionnaires used in the pre— test were
(1) The

Leader Effectiveness and Adaptability

Description (LEAD) instrument, Self and Other
(Kersey and Blanchard, 1973).

The lab director was administered the LEAD-Self

,

The

graduate students were administered the LEAD-Other.
(2)

The Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire
(LBDQ) and The Leader Opinion Questionnaire
(LOQ)

(Halpin, 1959).
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The lab director was administered the LOQ.

The graduate

students were administered the LBDQ.
(3)

The Perceptions of Organizational Climate (P.O.C.)
which was based on an instrument developed by
R.

Likert (1967).

All members of the laboratory were administered this
instrument

The fundamental Interpersonal Relationship Orientation Behavior
(FIRO-B) Instrument (Schutz, 1957) was administered to assist the author

in gaining personal information on individuals in the laboratory and
was

not considered one of the pre-test questionnaires.

Detailed descriptions and rationale for use of these instruments

will be described in the instrumentation section of Chapter III.
The pre-test questionnaires were administered by the author to the
lab group in one morning session and took approximately one and one-half

hours to complete all the questionnaires

The session was divided into two sections
a set of the first three questionnaires.

.

The author distributed

The author asked the group to

respond to the questions based on their individual perceptions of how
the lab really operated at that time.
set were:

The questionnaires in the first

The LEAD-Self and LEAD-Other, the LBDQ and LOO, and the

P.O.C.

After the first set was completed, the lab members were asked to
complete the ITRO-B,

After the FIRO-B was completed, the author handed
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out another copy of the
LEAD-Self and LEAD-Other,
the LJDQ and LOQ
and the P.O.C. Lab rubers
were then ashed to respond
to these questionnaires based on hoe- they
would Life the lab to be
The objective
was to arrive at a set of
perceptions of the real lab
and the Ideal
lab.
By using these questionnaires,
the author intended to
construct
a "picture" of the leadership
style of the leader and the
organisetional climate of the laboratory.
.

Ihe training session was
scheduled for all of the members
of the
laboratory group and toe lab
director. Training was to
be focused on
defining and explaining Mtt,
and the Life Cycle Theory
CHersey and
Blanchard, 1972) and contracting
process for goals and objectives
and
leadership style between the lab
director and each of the graduate
students in the laboratory.
Another objective for this training
session was to "feed back" seme
of the results of the data
frem the pretest.

Prior to the training session,
the lab members each received
a
copy of "that's Missing In
Management By Objectives?" (Hersey
and
Blanchard, 1974). This article
details the theories of Management
by
Obqectives (Odiome, 1965), the
Life Cycle of Situational Leadership
CHersey and Blanchard, 1972),
and contracting for leadership
style.
It
served as an outline and
introduction to the theories discussed
in the
training session.
The training session took place
in one evening session of two hours
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All of the members of
the

In Management

* Natives-

^M^

before the session.

toing

^
ftat

pant of the session, the
author attempted to inform
and eduoate the
lab spxup members shout
ttre Tories
«ruld be used during the
remainder of the study. The
folding oonoepts and the order
they
were presented in the
training session were as
follows

«ch

(1)

An overview of the history
of

«) The Life

managed

theory.

Cycle Theory of Situational
Leadership

(Hersey and Blanchard,
1972).
(3)

Management By Objectives
(Odiorne, 1965).

(4)

An explanation of contracting
for leadership
style between leader and
follower.

(5)

A brief discussion of the
advantages of mutual
communication concerning tasks
and objectives In
the laboratory

(6)

A videotape showing two
individuals contracting
for objectives and leadership
style.

During the second part of the
session, the author gave an
explanation of the questionnaires
used in the pre-test and shared
some of the
composite results from these
instruments.

All of the participants but
one attended the training
session.
The members of the laboratory
group asked questions and
discussed seme
of their concerns about the
study.
One or two students raised
issues
about tne study.

The author informed them that
much of the individual
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results and more explanation about
the contracting sessions
would be
included in the pre-contracting
interviews which were scheduled
for
the following week with each
person in the study.

Pre-Contracting Interviews
lie author conducted pre-contracting
individual interviews as the
next stage in the study. All of
the participants in the study,
includmg the lab. director, were interviewed. The
author devised a list of
questions which were used to guide the
interview. During one interview, a student requested that
he/she not be involved in the
contracting process. Each interview was
scheduled for one hour in a place
of
the participant's choice.
Seme of the interviews lasted
more than one
hour. The objectives for the
individual interviews were:
(1)

To share the individual results
of the questionnaires

which were administered as part of
the pre-test.
(2)

To gather more knowledge about

ttie

laboratory group

and the leader as perceived by each
person individually.
(3)

To explain in detail to each
participant the con-

tracting session which was going to occur
between
ea °h oh them end the lah dine cton
(4)

®

To answer any additional questions
each participant

may have had.
(5)

To discuss any related concerns which
each participant felt he/she would like to discuss.
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several weeks
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the

«- W> diroetor. During
interval, the author
asked the students
to 1Bke up a Ust
of
activities
*,ey performed in the
laboratory over a
we^-long
period. Phase activities
would he used as a
starting point for the
contracting sessions.

*«,

S}e_ Contracting Proper

^H!Sducti

a

.

^

^

process Qf contracttag
for ob ect yes
leadership style was
divided into ttoee
subparts: The Irdtial
Contracting Session, Ihe
Renegotiation Session, and
Evaluation Session. Each of the
graduate students had
one or
of these sessions
e
with the
lab director and the
author as a
participant/observer.
The initial contracting
session toe* place several
weeks after
The individual interviews.
The general objective
of these initial
sessions was to agree
upon objectives, tasks
and a leadership style
specific to each.
.

.

,

„

•

The renegotiation session
took place two months
after the initial
contracting sessions. !he
objective of this session
was to re-ewamine
the initial agreed-upon
contracts and evaluate the
student's progress
and the lab director's
leadership style. At this
session, new contracts were negotiated in
areas wheia initial goals
or styles were now
considered inappropriate.
The final evaluation
session took place three months
after the
renegotiation sessions. It
consisted of an evaluation of
student
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accomplishments for each
of the ° b]eCtlVeS
the lab tector .

—-

Contracting Session
61 31
"

^

^

* the

student

:

“

3fter the
diVldUal
and feedback sessions
With the
e participants
the author set up
,
contracting sessions
between
each of the graduate
students and the bah
director, the consultant
provided a set of
instructions and diagram
,
appropriate definitions

^

Leadership and copies
of a
contract which the
participate would use
in
contracting process
(See Appendix B)
The objectives
xves of hh«
the contracting
sessions were:
(U For the lab director and
each graduate student
to
define and agree upon
a set of objectives
for the
student
.

•

(2)

For the lab director
and each student to
define a
set of activities for

(3)

For the lab director
and each student to
agree upon

the objectives.

a leadership style
which the student needed
from the
lab director in order
to accomplish each of
the
activities agreed upon.
(4)

To have a formalized
contract for each activity
end
objective agreed upon which
included the corresponding and leadership style
which the lab director
would
in asoisting the
student in accomplishing
the
task
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<5)

To express and diseuss
topics of genera!
interest
about the laboratory.

Each contract .mg
session lasted
approximately one hour.
During
that tDte the student
and lab director
discussed the list of
activities
that the student had
compiled before the
meethig.
x„ most discussions
activities cere added or
subtracted from
the list.

The author was present
during all of the
contracting sessions.She acted as a resource
for informition on
the contracting method
assisted in naming an
d formulatmg

^

^

the meanings of
vocabulary used in the
Life Cycle Theory, and
acted as
a facilitator of
communication between the
lab director and the
students

Daring all of the
contracting sessions, the
task-relevant maturity
the individual graduate
students was discussed
in relation to each
of agreed-upon tasks
or activities. The student
would, at this time
suggest to the lab director
Mich pledge, skill
or ccnfideice be/
She had .in accomplishing
the particular task.
Ihe lab director, in
turn, would either agree
with the student's evaluation
of his/her
maturity or present a different
evaluation of that student's
task
relevant maturity.
(For a description and
definition of maturity,
see Chapter II.)
The result of each of
these initial sessions was
a set of contracts, which included an
agreed-upon objective and task
to be performed and the leadership
style to be used by the lab
director. Each
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contract was written
cut and signed by
both the lab director
and the
graduate student. The
consultant ashed that the
lab director and
the
otudent consult and
reneeotia-t-<=
enegotrate »„•+.>,
with each other on
the contracts whenever they felt it was
necessary or helpful.
,

The consultant decided
to wait two months
before any formal
renegotration sessions began.
IMs period of time allowed
for some
student goal attainment
to cteur
0001111 =as well as observations
on the leadership style used by the
lab director.
)

During this period between
the initial contracting
sessions and
the renegotiation
sessions, the author
spent time observing the
interaction of the lab group
with the lab director
and each other in the
laboratory and at seminars
and meetings, since
nmny of the graduate
students spent whole days
and evenings in the
laboratory, it „as not
Unusual to walk into the
lab anytime of the day
and find someone there
working on his/her experiments.
.

The Renegotiation Session

:

After two months, the author
scheduled a set of renegotiation
stings between the lab director and

each of the students in the
lab.
The objectives of this
set of sessions were:
(

To discuss and re-examine
each of the initial

1

contracts
(

2

)

To terminate any contracts
for which the objective

had been accomplished by
the student.
(

3)

To negotiate any new contracts
for any objectives'
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suggested by either the lab director or the
student.
(4)

To discuss any problem with the process.

(5)

To discuss any other general topics related to
the contracting in the laboratory.

The lab director and each student discussed
each of the contracts
and evaluated it in two areas:

the accomplishment of the objective and

the use of the contracted leadership style.

The contracts were, in

seme cases, renegotiated for a longer period of time
than was originally

contracted and in some cases the leadership style
was also renegotiated.

New contracts were negotiated as new objectives
became apparent.
Copies of each of the contracts as they were
renegotiated were

given to the lab director, the author, and the original
to the student.
Both people were encouraged to refer to the contracts
whenever neces-

sary in order to keep track of the process and
observe changes or

emerging patterns of behavior.

The student and the lab director also expressed
their personal
feelings about the contracting process of these
sessions.

The author

encouraged this interaction.

Each renegotiation session was approximately one hour
in length.
One or two of the graduate students stayed longer
to discuss personal

concerns with the author.

The Evaluation Session
TVjo

:

months after the renegotiation sessions took place, the
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author scheduled joint evaluation sessions with the lah
director
and each of the graduate students.

The objectives of the evaluation

session were:
(1) To discuss the initial
(2)

and renegotiated contracts.

To evaluate the performance and results of
the
tasks of each of the contracts

(3)

To discuss and evaluate the leadership style
that
the lab director used in each of the contracts

(4)

To discuss general topics related to the contract-

ing process.
The lab director and each of the students discussed
each of the

renegotiated contracts and, in some cases, the original
contracts.

The

author was present for each of these sessions
The author suggested topics in some cases but for
most of the
interactions,
sions.

the lab director and the student initiated
the discus-

The author felt that it was not nearly as important
to find

out why the objectives had or had not been
accomplished, as to discover

what effects the contracting process had on the accomplishment
of the
tasks

The lab director's leadership style for each contract
was evaluated in two general areas:

(1)

Did he use that style?; and (2) Was

that the appropriate style for that task and the task-relevant
maturity
of the student?

Both participants were encouraged by the author to be

as honest as possible.

More information concerning the process of the
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contracting sessions will be discussed in
Chapter IV.

The Exit Session

:

After the evaluation sessions, the author
scheduled a post- test
date and time with the laboratory group.

The consultant also scheduled

individual "exit sessions" with each of the
participants in the group.
The purpose of the exit interview was to
evaluate with each of the students and with the lab director,
the overall effectiveness of the study

and the usefulness of the process of setting
objectives and contracting
for a specific leadership style for each
objective.

The future useful-

ness of the method as perceived by the
participants was also discussed.

During each of the exit sessions, the consultant
used the list of
research questions proposed in Chapter I as a
guide for the interview.

Each session was approximately one hour in
length with the exception
of the session with the lab director which
was two and one-half hours
in length.

All persons were interviewed including the student
who had

not participated in the contracting process.

The author encouraged

questions and coimients from each of the participants

:

the hour was

usually a dialogue between each participant and the
author, interspersed with the research questions.

Research Facility
The laboratory in which much of the information for the
study was

collected was a cell physiology research/teaching laboratory
housed in
a building on the campus of a large university.
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Cell physiology is concerned
with the study of cells and
their
relationship and importance to the
body as a total system. The
students used mechanical, electrical
and biochemical means of
analyzing
the data generated from their
experiments.

Much of the research done in the
laboratory centered around the
use of laboratory animals
All of the graduate students
were expected
to care for the animals for
seme time throughout the year.
.

The research done in the
laboratory was supported by
funds provided by the university.
Although the facility was not
new, the students in the laboratory had
little difficulty pursuing
their individual
research interests.

Thus laboratory group was chosen
for several reasons.

The
laboratory director expressed
interest and support for the study.
He
was concerned about his
interpersonal relationships with the
graduate
students in the laboratory. He
was also interested in discovering
information concerning the students’
perceptions of his leadership
style.

He supported the idea of
contracting for objectives and leadership style as a means of establishing
open communication with the graduate students and assisting them
in accomplishment of tasks.

Another reason for selection of this
site was its prcximity and
availability to the author. This
facilitated the data-gathering
functions of the study and allowed
ease of access to the laboratory
by
the author.
It also allowed access by the
participants in the study
to the author when necessary.
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A third and last reason for
use of this facility was
the availability of the site through
an acquaintance of the
lab director.

Description of the Sample

ae

group consisted of seven
full-time doctoral students
in the
cell physiology portion of
a science department in
a professional
school of a large New England
university. The lab director
was also
considered as part of the sample.
Another individual who was
considered part of the sample
was an undergraduate
student who was funded
by a federal work-study
program to work in the laboratory
part-time.
Of the nine individuals
in the sample, all
participated in the contracting process with the exception
of the undergraduate student.
All of the graduate students
in the laboratory were
pursuing a
Jh.D. degree in this
department. Ihey all had come
to this department
with a Baccalaureate Degree
in a Physical or Biological
Science. The
ages of the participants
ranged from teenty to thirty-seven
years of
age.
TWo of the graduate students
were first-year candidates at
the
beginning of this study. TWo of
the graduate students were
secondyear students. One of the
students had been in the department
for
three years, and two graduate
students who were planning to
graduate
soon after the conclusion of
the study had been in the
department for
five years
Several of the students were
being funded by training assistantships at the tune of this study.
These students had to devote
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considerable tine to lesson
preparation and correcting of
papers for
their classes, bn addition to
their teaching, the first-,
second-,
and third-year students were
enrolled in several courses
in the university, in this department
and others. The graduate
students spent
sene time each day, when
possible, in the laboratory,
either working
on a project of their own
choosing or assisting another
student.
All of the students and the lab
director were given a pre-test
at the beginning of the study
consisting of the material
outlined in
Chapter I. They were given a
post- test at the completion
of the study.

Instrumentation
Instruments were used in the preand post-test to gather data
on
any changes which might take
place in the perceptions of the
laboratory
group

Questionnaires Used in the Pre-Tec:!

•

The Leader Effectiveness and
Adaptability Description Instrument,
Self and Other, were the first
questionnaires administered in the pretest.
The LEAD-Self , developed by Hersey
and Blanche (1973), is

composed of twelve short hypothetical
situations which involve a leader
and followers. This instrument
is completed by the leader who
chooses
one of four leadership styles.
In completing the LEAD-Self, the
lab
director was asked to choose the
leadership style he thought he would
use
each of the twelve situations.
The lEAD-Other also suggests

m

t^lve situations; each of the graduate
students were asked to choose
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the leadership style which
he/she felt „as
j

^

director would use in the
twelve situations.

^^^^

The objectives of using
instruments was to arrive at
a measure of the lab
director's
perception of his leadership
style (LEAD-Self ) and the
graduate students perception of his
leadership style (LEAD-Other)
The second set of instruments
administered to the experiment
were
the Leader Behavior
Description Questionnaire
(LBDQ) and the Leader
Opinion Questionnaire «DQ)( Halpin, 1959).
The LBDQ consisted of
thirty statements concerting
actual leader behavior.
The statements
were in two categories of
leader behavior:
( 1 , Initiating
Structure:
and (2) Consideration. The
graduate student's task was
to assess the
director's behavior in the
two categories of leader
behavior by responding to the thirty statements
on the LBDQ. The LOQ also
contained
thirty statements referring
to leader behavior.
However, in this
instrument the task was for the
director to rate himself on
his cwn
behavior.
th.ese

'

The objective of administering
the LBDQ, the LOQ and the
LEAD
instruments was to measure any
changes in perception of the
leader at
the beginning and at the
end of the
study.

The third statement used in
the pre-test was the
Perceptions of
Organizational Characteristics
(P.O.C.). This instrument
was modified
from R. Likert's instrument,
Profile of Organizational
Characteristics
(Likert, 1961).

It consisted of eighteen
questions concerting the

environment of the science laboratory.

The questions measured response
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^

six categories of organizational
climate:

vation; (3) Coimiunication

;

(4)

(1) Leadership;

(2) Moti-

Decisions; (5) Goals; and (6)
Control.

Respondents were asked to place
their answers which correspond
to
specified types of organizational
clinate on a scale from zero to
twenty. All of the participants
received the same questionnaire.

The objective for one use of
the P.O.C. was to measure the
participants perceptions of the
organizational climate before the
study
and after the study to see if
any change had occurred.
'

The last questionnaire administered
to the laboratory group was
the fundamental Interpersonal
Relationship Orientation-Behavior,
FIRO-B (Schutz, 1957).

m

three categories:

This instrument measured
perception of behavior
(1)

Inclusion:

(2) Control; and (3) Affection.
The three categories of
behavior are measured in two dimensions:

expressing the behavior to others
and wanting the behavior from others.
This instrument assisted the
consultant in gathering personal
information about the members of the
laboratory group but was not a part
of
the research design.

All of the questionnaires described
were administered for both
the real and ideal situation (See
Chapter I for explanation)

,

with the

exception of the ITRO-B which was used
to gather personal information.

Summary
This chapter has described the methodology
involved in the imple-

mentation of the study.

It has delineated the several phases
of the
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study as well as detailing the research
facility, a complete descrip-

tion of the sample, and the instrumentation
used in the study.

The

chapter was designed to assist the reader in
understanding the following chapters, which describe the results
of the study and recommendations for further research.
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CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

This chapter is a discussion and
explication of the results of the
study.
It is divided into two sections:
First, a discussion of data
generated from the final interview
with each of the participants, and
in particular the responses from
the first seven, open-ended research
questions (Chapter I); the results of
the eighth research question
which included the pre- and post-tests
and an analvsis of those
,

results; and the combined results;
Second, a discussion of observations
made by the author during the
implementation and recording of the
study.

Section One
As previously stated, the laboratory
group included seven fulltime graduate students, one undergraduate
laboratory assistant and the

director of the laboratory.

The seven graduate students participated

in the entire project, including
the initial contracting, renegotiation,

and evaluation.

The undergraduate student chose not to
participate in

the contracting process.

All of the results reported from the research

questions were compiled from the responses
of the lab director and the
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graduate students.

The responses from the
pre- and post-test data

included all of the graduate
students, the lab director,
and the undergraduate lab assistant.

The responses to the research
questions were the perceptions
of
the students and the lab
director of the entire oontraeting
process
Uing (1966) suggests that perception
is the relationship between
past
experiences and present experiences.
This implies that the responses
may have been colored by the
biases of the perceivers and,
therefore,
were subjective. Nevertheless,
the author considered the
final interview to be a valuable netted
for obtaining material on
the participants views of the project.
The questionnaire data was
not shared
with the participants in the
final evaluation interviews so
that their
responses to the research
questions would not be influenced
by this
additional information

Research Questions
(1)

Will contracting between leader and
follower for
appropriate leadership style with
specific objectives assist the follower in
accomplishing his/

her tasks?
Ihe author divided Question One
into two distinct sections:

"Did
contr acting for specific objectives
assist in task accomplishment?"

and "Did contracting for a
specific leadership style assist in task
accomplishment?"
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LiGB-cIgp

P er cept ions / Contracting fop ObjBctr ivBs

The director stated that he felt

-that

contracting for task accom-

plishment facilitated accomplishment of those tasks.

He further sug-

gested that the contracting process helped him and the
graduate students to focus on the tasks which needed to be
accomplished by each

individual during the year.

Follower Perceptions /Contracting for Objectives

The responses of the graduate students were extremely varied.
•

One

individual stated that he did not know whether his accomplishment
of
the tasks (activities) was directly related to the contracting.

Three

of the graduate students felt that they might have set the
contracted
goals for themselves anyway.

They stated, however, that setting objec-

tives did not assist them in task accomplishment

.

One individual sug-

gested chat the objectives-setting process did not help him because
he
did not accomplish the objectives, and, therefore, believed that the

process was not a valuable use of his time

.

Another individual felt

that it was very difficult for him to be specific as to the kinds of

activities in which he would be involved in the laboratory and, therefore, he believed he set objectives which were too vague.

One person

suggested that the process of setting objectives did, in fact, help in
task-accomplishment.

The student said that in setting dates and

specific deadlines for accomplishment, a certain amount of responsi-

bility was placed upon that student to fulfill "the bargain" with the
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lab director.

Leader Perceptipns /Contracting for
Leadership Style
In most cases, the leader was
not sure if he had used the
leadership style contracted with each
student. Therefore, he was
reluctant
to evaluate this aspect of the
contracting process. He perceived
that
most of the students desired a
Low Task/Low Relationship style.
Figure
V illustrates the basic leadership
style according to Life Cycle Theory.
Fo l lower Pe rceptions /Contracting
for Leadership Style

All of the seven graduate students
who took part in the contracting sessions said that they
perceived that contracting for an
appropriate leadership style from the lab
director did not help them accomplish
the tasks. All suggested that the
leader did not use a flexible leadership style, but that he used the
same or similar styles for all
tasks
at all times. TWo .participants
believed that the leader did not think
about the process and, therefore,
did not utilize the information on
the contract sheets in order to use
the appropriate style.

Both the lab director and most of the
graduate students suggested
that contracting for objectives did not
seem to help them to accomplish
tasks.

There was some general feeling, however,
that sitting and talk-

ing with the lab director did help.

Contracting for leadership style did not help
in task accomplishment as perceived by the graduate students
in the lab.

The director
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FIGURE

V

THE BASIC LEADER BEHAVIOR STYLES
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believed that he could not
accurately evaluate the
process.
(2)

Will contracting between leader
and follower for
leadership style produce a
different leadership
style for each contracted
activity as perceived

by the follower?
Fxve of the seven graduate
students who participated in
the contracting sessions suggested
that the leader did not change
his leadership style according to the
contract for each task. TWo of
the five
suggested that he used High
Relationship/Low Task in almost
all cases.
One of the five said that he
perceived a predominantly Low
Task/Low
Relationship leadership style

1W> °f

^

seven students perceived changes
in the leadership

style of the leader, but one
suggested that the new style was
not
always the one which was contracted.
The other student stated that
the
leader used the contracted style,
but that it was not the style
which
was really needed by the student.

A majority of the graduate students felt
that in most cases the
lab director did not change his
leadership style for each contracted
task.

In fact, when he did change, the
change was, in many instances,

inappropriate.

(3)

Will contracting between leader and
follower for
leadership style change the leader's
behavior as
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perceived by the followers?

All who participated in the contracting
sessions agreed that they
did not see a change in the leader's behavior
that could be traced to
the contracting sessions.

While one student perceived some change
in

behavior, he was not sure whether the change
occurred before or during
the project's implementation.

Two other students also suggested that

they saw a change in the leader's behavior
but attributed this change
to other circumstances which occurred during
the year.

One perceived

a -slight change in the leader's behavior
toward him in class, but
could not attribute that change directly to the
contracting sessions.

Summary
It seemed difficult for the students to trace
any general behav-

ioral change in the lab director to the contracting
process.

They sug-

gested that other new activities may have affected
the director's behavior as much, if not more than the contracting
process.

(4)

Will contracting between leader and follower for
leadership style change the leader's behavior as

perceived by the leader?

The lab director suggested that he perceived a difference
in his
behavior toward particular graduate students.

However, he believed

that his relationship toward specific students mitigated
the kind of

leadership style he used with that individual as much, if not
more,

than the contracting sessions.

He suggested to the author that on
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many occasions he used a different style but not always
one which was
contracted.

While the lab director did not attribute future changes in
his

behavior to contracting, he did feel that because of the
contracting
process he would know more about his student's leadership
needs.

know more about people now than I did before. I know
each person better, because of the contracting
sessions
what they like and what they don't like.
I

.

.

.

The lab director's comments were based on his attitudes
concerning
the future of the lab group.

They tended to reflect a widening aware-

ness of the differing leadership styles needed by and appropriate
for

each student.

Summary
The lab director seemed to feel positively about getting to know
his students and their needs through the contracting, process

.

He sug-

gested that thus would assist him in working with them in the future.

(5) What

will be the results of the leader and followers

sharing perceptions of the leadership style of the
leader?

Leader's Perception

:

The leader felt positively about the process of sharing general

perceptions of information with the students.

However, he did not feel

that the students were honest in requesting a certain leadership style

from him.

He suggested

'that

several times they asked for a style which
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would benefit ton or impress ton rather
than a style which would benefit them
.

Followers* Perceptions

:

Three of the seven graduate students
perceived that sharing of
perceptions of the director's style, as
the result of contracting, was
beneficial, in that there was a feeling
of "closeness" which they had
not shared with the director before
the contracting sessions. TWo of
the three did not state whether sharing
of perceptions changed the style
of the leader. One of the three stated
that the leader's style was not
altered by sharing perceptions about the
style.
The other four students stated that sharing perceptions
did not make any appreciable dif-

ference in their interactions with the
leader.

One of these four stu-

dents said that the perception-sharing
process made him feel uncomfortable.

TWo of these four stated that they were
not honest in sharing

their real perceptions of the leader's style
with him.

The lab director enjoyed the perception-sharing
process which fol-

lowed each session.

He perceived, however, that there was some
dis-

trust among some of the students which resulted
in a less-than-open

sharing in the sessions.

There did not seem to be any agreement among

the students as to the usefulness of the
perception- sharing process.
(6)

till the leader and the followers feel more responsi-

bility for the accomplishment of each task because
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of the contracting process?
Leader's Perception

:

Tte leader told the author that
he felt responsible
n,ent

for.

accomplish-

of the tasks only if the students
would take the initiative and

start the task themselves.

He said that only then did he
feel that the

student was motivated toward
accomplishment.
Followers' .Perceptions

:

Of seven students, five felt
little or no responsibility for
accomplishment of the tasks as a result
of the contracting. One of
those five felt motivated to complete
the task by virtue of the task
itself.

Another of the five graduate students
felt that he had to
accomplish the tasks anyway and the
contracting sessions did not
facilitate the accomplishment.
One of the seven students felt
guilty if he did' not accomplish
the tasks for which he contracted.

He felt that since there were few

negative reinforcers if he did not
complete the tasks, he usually felt
guilty. One graduate student felt
responsible for completion of the
contracted tasks because of the contracting
sessions. The student
stated that once the contract was signed
and the task, objective and
style written out, he felt responsible
for accomplishment of the task.

Summary
V/hile the leader said that he felt
some

responsibility for task

accomplishment, he believed that the student
had primary responsibility
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for task initiation, regardless of the
process used.

A mjority of the
graduate students believed that the contracting
process did not increase
their sense of responsibility for task
accomplishment.
Will the leader and the followers feel
that contract-

(7)

ing for leadership style and management
by objectives
is a valuable and viable method for
assisting in the

accomplishment of tasks?
Leader's Perception

:

Ihe leader believed that the process of
setting objectives was a

valuable process for him and for the lab
group members.

He said that

he would continue to use management by
objectives especially with new
graduate students.

He did not believe that contracting for
specific

leadership styles for each task was a valuable
process for this laboratory.

He stated that in the future he would
attempt to contract for a

genera.! leadership siyle with. each strudentr

Followers

*

Perceptions

:

Six of the seven graduate students who
participated in the process

of contracting for objectives and leadership style
believed that setting
objectives was a valuable method for task accomplishment.

Four of the

six students suggested, however, that the process
as it was designed

for this lab was too formal.

One student stated that he valued the

process because it forced a one-to-one interaction with
the leader.
i.

our of the six graduate students who said contracting
for
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objectives was valuable felt that contracting
for a specific leadership
style was not a viable process. They
suggested that the process [as it
is designed] was too inflexible and
did not allow the leader to
interact
naturally with the followers. Of the
other two students, one believed
that it was difficult to tell the leader
what style was really needed.
This student also suggested that the
leader's style was contingent upon
his ability to offer a specific style.
One student of the seven did not feel
that contracting for objectives assisted

m

task- accomplishment

,

but that contracting for a

specific leadership style did assist in
task-accomplishment if the

director was present in the laboratory a
great deal of the time.

The leader approved of contracting for
objectives as it was imple-

mented in the lab and stated that he would
attempt to continue the
process in some form.

Conversely, he felt that contracting for leader-

ship styles was not successful in this
situation.

While most of the graduate students felt that
contracting for
objectives was valuable, they felt that contracting
for leadership style
was not valuable.

Data on Contracting Process From Evaluation Sessions
The final interviews with each of the participants
permitted the
author to acquire general impressions of their
attitudes toward the

contracting process.

However, the evaluation sessions, both the
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renegotiation and final session, gave the author more specific
data on

how the contracting process worked.
Figure VI Illustrates a chart which was developed from
information

discussed in the evaluation sessions with each individual
in the laboratory.

The chart illustrates the contracting process in its
entirety as

it was implemented with each individual who participated
in the sessions

The "Activity" (task) was the actual behavior in which
the student

would engage.

The "Objective" was the ultimate goal or reason for
the

activity behavior.
graduate student

.

The process did not include broad goals for each

Implicit in this study was the fact that each gradu-

ate student had , as a broad goal

,

the completion of a doctoral degree

The activity and objectives which were contracted were in the
context

of this broad goal.
S ^-P

The "Contracted Leadership Style" was the leader-

style (using the Life Cycle Theory of Situation Leadership) which

was contracted between each graduate student and the lab director for
each activity and objective.

The "Joint Evaluation" was the resultant

agreement -between the lab director and each graduate student on the

actual outcome of each contracted task.
In preparing the contracting charts for each individual, it was

necessary to describe some of the evaluations by using terms such as
not completed" or "in final stages of completion."

It is important to

remember that research is never actually completed; i.e.
always more to study.

,

there is

The evaluations were based, therefore, only on

the contracted activity or portion of a larger activity.

It is also
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important to note that some of the incompleted
projects had nothing to
do with performance but rather were
abandoned because of negative

research results.

The "Use of Contracted Style by Lab Director"
refers to the leadership style contracted for each activity.

The two sub-categories indi-

cate whether the leader engaged in the leadership
style which was con-

tracted for each activity (Yes) or did not engage
in the style contracted (No)

.

An assessment of whether the director used
the con-

tracted style for each activity was made by
the graduate student and
the lab director at each Renegotiation
Session and at the final Evalua-

tion Session at the end of the project.

Table I illustrates the rela-

tionship between activity completion and the use
of contracted leadership style.

This chart is a composite of all the individual
charts

which were developed to show the contracting
process in its entirety
for each graduate student in the study.

These individual charts appear

in Appendix C.

As shown in Table I

,

twenty of thirty-five contract activities

were not completed and remained open-ended and ongoing.

The continua-

tion of these activities was decided in the renegotiation
and evaluation sessions between the leader and each follower.

The activities

were usually long-range projects consisting of several
phases of experimentation.

In nine of the thirty-five contracts, the activities
were

completed by the student.

In six other contracts, the activities were

not completed because of negative results and there were
no expectations
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TABLE

I

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACTIVITY COMPLETION

AND USE OF CONTRACTED LEADERSHIP
STYLE

USED LEADERSHIP STYLE CONTRACTED

ACTIVITY
COMPLETED

ACTIVITY
PARTIALLY
COMPLETED

ACTIVITY
ABANDONED/
RESEARCH
NOT VIABLE

YES

NO

8%

3%
Cl)

«>

23%

30%

8)

( 10 )

(

8%

C3)

8%
(3)

COMBINATION
YES /NO

TOT AT,

14 %

25 %

(5)

C9 )

6%
(

2

)

5g%
(

20

)

0%

16%

(o)

(g)
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by either the lab director or the
student, for completion.

Of the
fourteen times he used the contracted
style, eleven of the contracts
were either completed or remain open.

Of the nine contracts where the
activities were completed by the
students, the leader used the contracted
leadership style or the contracted style an combination with an
uncontracted style eight times

or eighty-eight percent.

Of the twenty contracts where
activities

were not completed and remained open-ended
and ongoing, the leader
used the contracted style ten times
or fifty percent.

In the six contracts where the activities were not
completed, the contracted style

was used three times or fifty percent
of the time.

As illustrated in Table II, in contracts
where the tasks were
either completed or partially completed,
the lab director used the

contracted leadership style or used the
contracted style together with
an uncontracted style in eighteen cases
or in fifty-one percent of the
contracts

As illustrated in Table III, four of the
seven graduate students

who participated in the project suggested
that contracting for specific
leadership styles with the laboratory director
was, for them, a valuable
process.

With three of those four students, the lab director
used the

contracted leadership style a majority of times.

Three graduate stu-

dents out of the seven did not seem to like the
contracting process

The laboratory director did not use the contracted
leadership style a

majority of times with two out of the three students.

This evidence.
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table

ii

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACTIVITY COMPLETED
OR PARTIALLY
COMPLETED AND USE OF LEADERSHIP
STYLE

USED LEADERSHIP STYLE CONTRACTED
YES - YES /NO

!

ACTIVITY
COMPLETED
OR
PARTIALLY
COMPLETED

ACTIVITY
ABANDONED/
-RESEARCH
!

NOT VIABLE

NO

51%

33%

CIS)

(ii)

8%

8%

(3)

(3)

TOTAL

84%

(2 9

)

16%
(

6

)
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gathered from the students during the final
Evaluation Interviews
suggests that when the laboratory director
used the contracted leader-

ship style, a majority of times, the student
perceived the process as

successful or , at least

,

as productive

All of the evaluation information was compiled
from taped

Evaluation and Exit interviews with the lab
director and each of the
participants in the study.

The contracts were also used as reference

data.

Pre- and Post-Test Questionnaire Data

The results of the pre-test and post-test
data are presented for

each separate questionnaire.

Figures following the report of the data

display the results graphically.
As outlined in the Methodology in Chapter III,
the pre-test and
the post-test consisted of three questionnaires
(excluding the FIRO-B)

The questionnaires were administered twice to
the laboratory group;

the first set of questionnaires resulted in the
real scores
second set of questionnaires resulted in the ideal
scores.

;

the

Real refers

to the situation as it appears to the participants at
the present time.

—dea l refers to the situation as the participants would
like it to be.
(8)

What are the implications of a difference between
the pre-test and the post-test questionnaire

results?
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LEAD Instrumentation (Hersey and Blanchard, 1973)

As discussed in Chapter III, there are two forms
of the LEAD
instrument:

(1)

LEAD-Self and (2) LEAD-Other.

The director of the

lab completed both a pre- and post-test "real"
and "ideal" version of

the LEAD-Self, while the students completed preand post-test "real"

and "ideal" versions of the LEAD-Other.

In completing a LEAD /"real,"

respondents were asked to think of how the lab director
was actually

behaving in his leadership role, while in a LEAD/ "ideal"
they were asked
to think of how they would ideally like the lab
director to behave in

Ms

leadership position.

The LEAD instruments attempt to measure three
aspects of leadership:

(1)

style, (2) style range, and (3) style adaptability
or

effectiveness.

The data from the pre- and post-test LEAD instruments

are presented as response percentages in Figures VXI-X.

In each of the

figures , the LEAD data is integrated with the Tri-Dimensional
Leader

Effectiveness Model.

Thus, scores for style and style range are dis-

tributed in the Basic Styles portion of the model.

In the upper left

hand side of each quadrant is the percentage score based on the LEADSelf.

style.

This is the lab director's self perception of

Ms

own leadership

The number expressed as percent is the number of times out of

twelve possible choices he chose the style in each of those quadrants
In Figure VII, the number "fifty" (50) in quadrant four indicates
that

he chose that style six out of twelve times, or fifty percent of the
tune.

The upper right hand portion of each quadrant indicates the

figure VII
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PRE-REAL

KEY:
(Data expressed as percentages)

OF ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR: UTILIZING HU-

MAN RESOURCES,

(£)

Copyright 1973 by Paul Horsey and Kenneth

H

Blanchard.

Prentice Hall, Inc.

FIGURE

VIII
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PRE-IDEAL

KEY:
(Data expressed as percentages)

OF ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR: UTILIZING HU-

MAN RESOURCES,

© Copyright

1973 by Paul Horsey and Kenneth

H

Blanchard.

Prentice Hall, Inc.

figure

ix
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POST-REAL

KEY:
{Data expressed as percentages)

ta-1

OF ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR: UTILIZING HU-

MAN RESOURCES,

© Copyright

1973 by Paul Hersey and Kenneth

H

Blanchard.

Prentice Hall Inc.

figure

x
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POST-IDEAL

KEY:
(Data expressed as percentages)

OF ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR: UTILIZING HU-

MAN RESOURCES,

© Copyright 197.3

by Paul Hersey and Kenneth

H

Blanchard.

Prentice Hall, Inc.
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percent of tines that the
students as a gxx.up indicated
that the lab
director would use that
particular style. In
VII, the students
indicated that seventeen
percent of the time the
leader would use
quadrant four.
Shown in the "Effective
Dimension" below the quadrants
are the
scores of the leader's self
perception and the mean score
of graduate
student perceptions of
"effectiveness."

Pre-Test

gA^Se lf/'Vea!"

and

mD-Otto^r^.

As illustrated in
Figure VII, the lab director
perceived that his dominant
style (the
style with the highest response
percentage) was Lew Task/Low
Relationship behavior (fifty
percent), while the students
indicated that his

dominant style was High
Task/High Relationship behavior
(forty-seven
percent )
Both the lab director and
the students agreed that the
lab director had considerable style
range or flexibility: that is,
both selfand other-perceptions saw the
lab director as having two
supporting
styles (operationally defined
as styles which were chosen
at least
seventeen percent of the time)
in addition to his dominant
style. The
lab director thought that,
besides his perceived dominant
style of
low Task/Lew Relationship, he
had the flexibility to use a High
Relationship/Lcw Task style as well as
a High Task/High Relationship
style.
The students felt that the
lab director could use a High
Relationship/
low Task and a lew Task/low
Relationship style as well as his
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other-perceived dominant style
of High Task/High Relationship.
Neither the lab director nor
the students identified
High Task/
Imw Relationship as a
leadership style that the lab
director would use.
Thus, the only real difference
in style between the
LEAD-Self and LEADOther was in terms of dominant
style. The lab director
believed that
his dominant style was
toy Task/Lew Relationship
which, according to
the Life Cycle Theory
of Situational Leadership,
is appropriate for
working with highly mature
people; the students saw the
lab director's
dominant style as High Task/High
Relationship which is theoretically
appropriate for working with low
to moderately mature people.
While the lab director and
the students saw the lab
director as
having a flexible style, the
lab director saw his own
adaptability or
ability to use the "right style
at the right time" as higher
than the
students saw it. As a result,
the lab director's self-perception
score
on adaptability was significantly
higher (+21) than the students'
average perception (+7.6). A
leader's adaptability score can
range
from -24 to +24 depending on
hoy, often the leader was
perceived as
choosing the theoretically
appropriate style for each of the
twelve
situations on the LEAD instrument.
The LEAD is designed so that
each
of the four leadership styles
in the Life Cycle Theory of
Situational
Leadership is appropriate to use
for three of the twelve situations
in
the instrument. Each time
the theoretically correct choice
is designated, it is given a score of +2.
A score of +1 is given to the stvle
that is next most appropriate, while
scores of -1 and -2 are given to
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inappropriate choices.

A

+ 24 is the

maxis,™ score a leader
can get on
tne LEAD and indicates
the significance of a
LEAD-Self score of +21.
Pre-Test
ljEAI>-Self /"ideal"

an d_Lj=Ap-O ther / "i dea 1

|

,

The lab director perceived that his "ideal"
dominant style would be a
combination of Low
Task/low Relationship and
High Task/High Relationship
(both thirtythree percent of his
choices) with a strong
supporting style of High
Task/Lew Relationship
(twenty-five percent).
(See Hgire VIII.)
.

K

is

riteresting to note that while
High Relationship/Low Task
is a supporting style for the lab
director in the "real" LEAD
it is not a supporting style in the "ideal"
LEAD.
Instead, the "ideal" has
High Task/Lew
Relationship as a supporting
style. The graduate
students' pre-test
"ideal" is quite similar to
their pre-test "real" scores
in that the
dominant style is High Task/High
Relationship with a strong
supporting
style of High Relationship/Lcw
Task.
Lew Task/Lew Relationship is
not,
however, seen as a supporting
style.
,

TTie

"Subordinate Effectiveness Rating"
(graduate students’) is
lower an terms of using the
appropriate style. The leader’s
perception
of effectiveness is also lower.

Post-Test

I£AD=

SelT/^^

^

director

s percep _
tion of his dominant style at
the post-test had changed from
Low Task/
Low Relationship to High
Task/High Relationship with a
supporting style
,
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only in High Relationship/Lcw Task.

Not only did the dominant style

change, but the Low Task/Low Relationship
style which he had chosen as

Ms

dominant style in the beginning was now no
longer even a supporting

style in

Ms

perception.

The graduate students' post- test "real"
scores indicate a movement
from Style Two to Style Three to Style Four:

from High Task/High

Relationship to High Relationship/Low Task to
Low Task/Low Relationship.

While High Task/High Relationship is still the
dominant style, stronger
supporting styles are now indicated for High
Relationship/Low Task

showing a significant change in perception of
the leader's use of that
style.

In the "Adaptability and Effectiveness Dimension,"
the leader's

perception changed from +21 to +11 and students'
moved from +7.6 to
+3 6
.

.

Post-Test

MAP-Self /"ideal"

and ITAD-Other/"idea]

.

The post-testing, as

indicated in Figure X, shows that the "ideal" dominant
style of the
leader, as perceived by the students, is still High Task/High
Relationship.

However, they no longer indicated a supporting style of High

Relationship/Low Task.

The only signficant style which they desired

was High Task/High Relationship.

The lab director indicated on his

post-test "ideal" scores that he would prefer a dominant style of
High

Task/High Relationship with strong supporting styles in the
other three
quadrants
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On the "Adaptability
Dimension," the leader moved
to a +21 (same
as the pre-test "real")
and the subordinates moved
to +7.6 on the
Adaptability Dimension.
In summary, the leader
moved from a predominant
leadership style
°f Low Task/ Low Relationship
on the LEAD-Self, teforc
the project
began, to a High Task/High
Relationship, at the end of
the projeet
according to Ids "real"
self-perception. However,
-(he followers'
"real" scores suggested that
they saw the leader moving
from High Task/
Htgh Relationship to either
High Relationship/Low
Task or even to Low
Task/Lev, Relationship.
It seems evident from
the results of this
questionnaire that the leader's
perception of his "real"
leadership
style is incongruent with
the followers' perceptions
of his "real"
leadership style.
ore the project

s

implementation, the leader
perceived that his

"rea!" dominant leadership
style was Low Task/Low
Relationship. After
the project s completion,
the leader no longer felt
that he used Low

Task/Low Relationship, even
as a supporting style.

However, the seven
graduate students and the lab
assistant varied dramatically
in their
perceptions of his "real" leadership
style at the end of the project.
The leader's "ideal" leadership
style moved from High Task/High
Relationship and Low Task/Low
Relationship dominant styles before
the
implementation of the project to
an "ideal" ^rception of a High
Task/
High Relationship leadership
style at the end of the project.
The followers "ideal" perception
of the leader before the
project's
»
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implementation was predominantly High
Task/High Relationship.

Their

"ideal" leadership style after
the project's completion was
completely

High Task/High Relationship.

It is apparent from the data
on this

questionnaire that the leader's "ideal"
and the followers' "ideal" were
in congruence.

Although the leader's "real" perception
of his leadership style
changed dramatically on the I£AD
from the pre-test to the post-test,
his "ideal" leadership style stayed
approximately the same.

The followers' scores seemed to
show congruence between "real"
and
"ideal" leadership style on the
pre-test. The post-test shows that
several individuals had changed their
"real" perception of the leader's
style and that it was no longer in
congruence with the "ideal" perception of the leader s style
'

The LBDQ/LOQ Instrument (Halpin, 1959
)
The LBDQ and LOQ instruments were
described in detail in the
Methodology, Chapter III.

These instruments measure only leadership

style, whereas the LEAD instrument
measures style, style range and

style adaptability.

The LBDQ and LOQ neasure leadership
style in two

dimensions, Initiation of Structure and
Consideration.

Initiating Structure refers to the amount of
control exerted by
the leader in structuring and defining
the role tasks of his/her subordinates.

The Consideration dimension refers to the
amount of mutual

respect, support and personal warmth the
leader gives to the subordinates.

It has been suggested that an equal amount
of both Initiating
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Structure behavior and
Consideration behavior nay be
desirable (Stogdill
and Coons j 1957).
Scares an the LBDQ and the

WQ

range tram a 0-60 on each
separate

tension.

As a result of extensive
field testing, scores of
40 are
generally considered to be
mid-range on Initiating
Structure or Consideration.
The LBDQ was administered
to the graduate students
in the laboratory and also to the
undergraduate assistant. The
LOQ „as administered
to the lab director. The
responses of the followers
on the LBDQ were
quite similar to the pattern
of responses on the LEAD
instrument. The
similarity suggests a qualitative
correlation between the two
instruments.
It also suggests that
the responses may be
comparable.

Pre-Test
T^e graduate students' mean
scores
show that they perceived (See
Table IV) the leader to be
higher on
Consideration (46) than on Initiating
Structure ( 31 ). However, it is
interesting to note that there
was a large deviation in
the individual
scores on both Structure and
Consideration, with the low at 13
on the
Structure dimension and a high of
55 on Consideration.
The leader's score on the
"real" pre-test in the Initiating
Structure dimension was close to
the student's mean score
(33).
His
Consideration score (45) was also
similar to the student's mean
score
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Table IV also shows that the

graduate students' mean score on Initiating
Structure (45) indicates
that they would prefer more structure
from the leader than they perceive
that they receive. There is more
agreement among the students in their
perception of the leader's Initiating
Structure dimension on the "ideal"
as expressed in a standard deviation
of 5,0. The students' mean score
on Consideration was 47, which is
very close to the "real" score on
the same dimension.

The leader's Initiating Structure
score of 44 is very similar to
fre mean score of the students on
that dimension, as is his Considera-

tion score.

Perception of the leader's "ideal" style,
as expressed by

the scores on the instrument show
much agreement between the lab
,

director and the graduate students.
Post-Test

_

--

DQ/ re aj:
.

—and L0Q/"real"

.

Table V illustrates that the students'

mean score on the Initiating Structure
dimension of the LBDQ was 24,
suggesting that they perceived the leader as
not defining nor structuring tasks to any great extent.

There is evidence of a great difference

in perception of the leader's style in
that particular dimension as

expressed by the Standard Deviation of 8.6.

while the highest was 34.

The lowest score was 9,

The students' mean score of 36 on Considera-

.tion was higher than the Initiating Structure
score but was still a low

score.

There seemed to be more agreement in the various
individual

scores of the students, although one student scored the
leader as 53
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on Consideration.

Hie leader's score on Ini.tiat.ing
Structure was eight points higher
than the mean score of the graduate
students. However, he still scored
low on that dimension. His Consideration
score of 34 was similar to the
mean score of the students in that
dimension.
L BDQ/"ideal" and L00 /''ide ait.
^

Table V also shows that the stu-

dents' perception of the lab director
as expressed in the "ideal" mean

score on Initiating Structure (40)
was considerably higher than their

mean "real" score on the same dimension.

There also was much more

individual agreement in the scores as
expressed in the Standard

Deviation of 3.1.

The Consideration dimension of 43
is somewhat higher

than the "real" dimension on the post-test.
Ihe leader's scores on both Initiating
Structure and Consideration

were 36, only a few points lower than
graduate students' mean scores.
However, all of the scores seem to be
extremely low in contrast to the
scores on the pre-test "real" and "ideal."

The leader's "real" scores on the LOQ suggest
that Structure

remained the same from the pre-test to the
post-test.
level of Consideration dropped.

(

See Table III

.

)

However, the

Fi^jre XI shows

the scores from Tables TV and V as represented
on a scattergram.

The

"x" represents each individual's scores on
both Initiating Structure

and Consideration.

These scores show the leader to perceive himself

to be low in Initiating Structure and high in
Consideration.

However,

using thirty as an arithmetic mid-point on the LBDQ scale,
the leader's
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scores are high in both dimensions.

The leader's "real" LOQ scores

seemed to be in congruence with the follower's "real"
scores, suggesting that they seemed to have the same perception of the
leader's leadership style as measured by the instrument

The follower's "real" scores on the LBDQ tended to shift
from

high Initiating Structure and high Consideration with some low
on
Initiating Structure before the project to almost all of the
follov;ers

perceiving high Consideration and low Initiating Structure after
the
project's completion.

Three individuals perceived the leader as being

low on both Initiating Structure and Consideration.

The leader's "ideal" scores on the LOQ changed dramatically
from
the pre-test to the post— test

.

There seemed to be greater congruence

between the leader's "real" and "ideal" scores after the project's
completion than between the "real" and "ideal" before the project's
completion

The follower's "ideal" scores generally stayed the same from the
pre-test to the post-test.

All of the results from the pre-test and

the post-test will be discussed in the last section of Chapter IV.

The Perceptions of Organizational Characteristics
Instrument (P.O.C.)

The P.O.C. was used to diagnose the climate of the laboratory on
six dimensions:

Leadership, Motivation, Communication, Decisions,

Goals and Control.

The responses were the perceptions of the lab direc-

tor, the graduate students, and the lab assistant.

11.5

In Likert’s original studies,
he analyzed the organization
in

terms of four different management
systems.

He labelled System I as

Autocratic; System II as Benevolent-Autocratic;
System III as Consultative; and System IV as Participative.

Responses on the P.O.C. show the
position of the organization in
relation to the four management systems.
(See Chapters II and III for
history and explanation of the instrument
.

Figures XII and XIII show comparison
between the "real" and
"ideal" perceptions of the students
before the project (pre-test) and

at the project's conclusion (post-test).

The lab director's question-

naire results are not included in these
figures.

Pre-Test Data

The graduate students' "real" responses
show that they generally

perceived the laboratory organization to be
System III or Consultative
in its organizational management system.

Their "ideal" responses sug-

gest that they would prefer to have a System
IV environment, that is,
one which is Participative.

Post-Test Data
The graduate students' "real" responses on
the post -test suggests

that they perceived the laboratory environment
as (similar to their
"real" pre-test) System III.

The students' "ideal," however, suggests

that they would prefer a Participative environment
(System III).
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Summary
The results of the P.O.C. suggest that
the graduate students perceived the laboratory organization as
Consultative before and after the

implementation of the contracting project.

Their combined responses also suggest that
they generally prefer
the laboratory environment to be
Participative with a little more self-

direction, real responsibility, and shared
decision-making.

Discussion

The previous sections have explicated and
reported the results of
the Research Questions and the pre-test
and post-test questionnaires.

This section will discuss and analyze those
results
areas will be discussed:

.

The following

Leadership Style, the Contracting Process,

and Other Considerations.

Leadership Style

The leader's pre-test scores on the "real" LEAD
Instrument showed

a definite lack of congruence with the scores of
the followers.

The

leader perceived his dominant style as low task/low
relationship, while
the followers saw his style as high task/high
relationship.

On the

post-test, the leader perceived that he had changed
his leadership style

from Low Task/Low Relationship to High Task/High
Relationship.
the followers
'

However,

perception of him was split between High Task/High

Relationship, High Relationship/Low Task and Low Task/Low
Relationship.
This suggested a lack of communication between the
leader and the

.
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followers.

The followers did not perceive
the leader as having the
same leadership style which he
perceived. The LEDQ/LQQ scores
tended
to be more congruent
perception. There was a slight
disagreement
on the post-test "real" scores between
leader and the mean of 'the fol-

L

lowers’ scores in Initiating Structure.

The followers perceived the

leader to be lower on Initiating
Structure than he himself did.
Both the leader's "ideal" scores and
the followers’ "ideal"
scores decreased on the LBDQ/LOQ.

Since the "ideal" suggests the pre-

ferred situation for the leader and the
followers, it may be that the
process of contracting for the appropriate
leadership style of the

leader made the leader and the followers
realize the limits of the
leader

’

s

behavior

One observation gleaned from interviews,
conversations, and

participant-observations in the laboratory throughout
the study

explained the apparent lack of communication
between the leader and
the followers.

At the beginning of the study, the leader
was in the

laboratory most of the day and in the evening.

A month after the

study was begun, he assumed the role and
responsibilities of chairman
of the entire department.

With the inception of those duties, the

leader was in the laboratory no more than
one or two hours a day.

This

contributed to much of the difficulty of implementation
of the project.
The followers, as a result of this condition
in the laboratory, had to
take on many new and, in seme cases, unwanted
responsibilities.

One or

two graduate students attempted to take on
leadership positions but as
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one graduate student suggested
to the author, "It's still
his (the
lab director's) lab."

Ihe lab director had an obvious
role conflict.

He was not in
the lab as much as he once had
teen and seemed to feel guilty
as a
result.
However, he enjoyed his
responsibilities as chainran and
seemed to be rather effective
at his job. The followers
had to initiate most of the interaction
with him concerning their projects
and
school work. The results of
this situation are most noticeable
in the
dramatic shift in the followers'
perceptions of the leader at the
end
of the study.
Perhaps because of the other
pressing responsibilities, the
leader found it extremely difficult
to use an individual leadership
style with each person for each
task.
On several occasions, the author
was told by the graduate student
participants that they did not see a
perceptible change in the leader's
behavior. Although the LEAD scores
show a change in the followers'
perception of the leader's style from
the pre-test to the post-test,
the author would suggest that this

"consciousness raising" may have been
a direct result of the project.
Since the leader and the followers
were irade more aware of the leader's
leadership style, the followers may
have become aware of a "real" style,
one that did not or could not change
for them individually.
In addition, there was no apparent
negative consequence for the

leader if he used an uncontracted
style.

In fact, some graduate stu-

dents suggested that the leader did
not seem to have an investment in

.
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the outcome of the contracts.

On several occasions, the
leader stated that he felt the
best
style for him may have been to,
Task/to, Relationship. The
leader's
"real" score on the HEAD seemed
to be congruent with his
attitude about
an appropriate style for him.
However, there seemed to be seme
dissonance between the performance
the leader wanted from the
followers
and what kind of leadership
style he thought was appropriate.
He
valued high productivity and yet
wanted to use a low Task/Low
Relationship style, even for those
graduate students who needed more
structure
Hie leader's "real" post-test
score on the LEAD was High Task/

High Relationship.

Perhaps he began to feel that
the group needed that

style.

While his attitude might have
changed toward High Task/High
Relationship, his behavior certainly
was not changing according to the
graduate students.

The graduate students' "real"
post-test score on

the LEAD suggest that he was, in
fact, using less task behavior
and

relationship behavior than he had used
before the project began.
The followers

ideal" scores on the LEAD instrument
and on the

LBDQ were the same from the
pre-test to the post-test.

Most of them

felt that they needed High Task/High
Relationship from the leader.

They
may have felt even more strongly about
this since the "real" scores of
the followers on the post-test
were split.

There is evidence from both
the data and from the responses of
the followers that what the leader
did was not consistent in either
using the leadership style, which each
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follower felt was needed,
or in using a style
which the participants,
as a group, might have
needed.

P '°' C ' ShOWed a

attem

suggested that the Moratory
environment was perceived
as the same by the
followers on the pre-test
"real" and "ideal."
Although there was seme
shift toward a tore participative environment, the
literature suggests that
this phenomenon
might have oeeurred because
of the obvious hortative
bias to the
instrument. The movement
from the pre-test "real"
to the post-test
Veal" does not show any
speoifio ohange in the
students' peroeption
of the laboratory's
organizational elimate. The
eohesiveness of the
lab group may have also
had some effeot on the
relatively stable scores
on this instrument. The
author would suggest that
the group (without
the leader) set its
own norms, values, communication
patterns, goals
and rewards and punishments
and thereby formed a strong
group.
'r

_

The Contracting Process
In analyzing the material
from the research data, one
question
lses.
Why, if the process of
setting objectives and
contracting
for an appropriate leadership
style makes theoretically
good sense as
Hersey and Blanchard contend,
did it receive such mixed
reactions and
why was it so difficult to
actually operationalize in
this situation?"
The author would suggest
that one important reason
was that it was
extremely difficult for the
leader to change his behavior to
natch the
individual needs of the students.
At this time in his career,
the
leader was involved in writing
a book with a colleague .in
California.

.
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He had also been bade
Chairperson of the Apartment.
His time and
energies were being used
in several different areas
at onoe. For this
Prejeot to be oompletely
successful, the leader probably
should have
been available to the
followers as often as
possible.

There were interpersonal
barriers for sate of the
followers which
drd not facilitate openness.
One of the students felt
that it was
inappropriate for him to be
"telling the lab director
how to act."
Another student had perceptions
of negative results or
punishments
after sharing roue feelings
about his perceptions of
the leader.
Several other students did
not verbalise their feelings
but seemed to
the author to be uncomfortable
in discussing issues such
as leadership
style with the lab director.
This may have contributed
to sane of the
less-than-positive results of the
project.
However, the leader rod the
followers both felt that the
perception-sharing aspect of the
sessions was helpful to them.
The
leader stated that this was
the only time he had to
spend with the
students individually. He
felt that without the contracting
sessions
he probably would not have
spent much time with any of
them.
The
followers shared his opinion.
This was especially true of
those students who nad difficulty initiating
interaction with him at other
times

Many of the followers suggested
that they would use some form of
the process of setting
objectives and

discussing leadership style with

their followers in their own labs
in the future.

They felt that it
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would be extremely helpful
for ttan to flnd out
thexr students worOd be.
They „ere , *, addition,

the perceptions of
the leader oonoeming
the allotment of his
time.
In many cases, individuals
were protective of the
leader and made
excuses for him when he
did not follow through
on a contracted leader
ship style. All of
the lab participants
looked forward to "next
month," "next year," or
sometime in the future
when the leader would
be "back in the lab" to
spend time with the
students.

literature on MBO suggests
that in order to effectively
make
it a part of the system,
eight to ten years must
be spent in implementing and evaluating
the system. Thus, it
would be extremely difficult to evaluate such a
project based on a one-year
study.

Ms

section of Chapter IV
discussed the results of
the Kesearth
Questions and the results
of the Pre-Test and the
Post-Test.
Section Two
This section of Chapter IV
will examine the contracting
process
for two of the participants.
Each graduate student in
the study contracted individually with
the leader. Thus, the
actions and interactions between the lab
director and each student
mitigated the success
farlure of that particular
contracting process. Success
was determined by the accomplishment
of the task and the satisfaction
of the
follower with the leader's
leadership style. The two
examples of the
contracting process presented
in this section are included
to illustrate

s
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a successful contracting
experience and a lesle s -thanthan successful
contracting experience.

Mark
«ark was a graduate
stadent „ho had been in
the laboratory for
arS 93 3 fUll “ time
Student
He was twenty-three
years old at
the time of this studv.
He came to
tn t>,
0 university
the
and this program
cause he was interested
in the kind of research
being done in this
laboratory. Hi a b|kground
was heavily oriented
toward Biochemistry
He was also offered
an assistant coaching
position which contributed
financially to his career.

^^

-

For a rajcr part of the
tine that the author
was Solved in the
laboratory group. Hark
worked with another
graduate student in the
laboratory on a research
project which they had
planned together.
In addition to his
research, Mark also taught
one undergraduate
course and was enrolled
in several graduate
courses. He seemed highly
achievement motivated and
willing and able to work
on bis own.
Four out of the five
leadership styles contracted
between Mark
and the laboratory director
were either High Relationship/Low
Task or
Tad</LO"
nSldp
quadrants put less emphasis
on
the amount of structure
and task direction coming
from the leader.
This would seem to be
appropriate for a mature person,
like Mark
apparently was. It was easy
for the lab director with
his ova time
constraints to engage in these
kinds of styles. The only
time the
lab directo. used a high
task style was when he and
Mark were finishing

^

Mat“

'

^

.
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a paper within a deadline set by an outside agency.

Both the lab

director and Mark were concerned about getting the information to the
agency before the deadline and worked closely together for several
In general, Mark was pleased with the contracting process. He

days.

received the style from the director that they both felt he needed
and his subsequent performance was effective.

A conclusion which may be drawn from the results of the project
for Mark is that it was easier for the lab director, with all of his

time constraints

,

to be more effective in using a Low Relationship/

Low Task style with a more mature person than it would be with another
individual who might need more structure.

Patricia

Patricia was twenty-eight years old and had been in this department and laboratory for three years at the time of the study.

Before

entering this department, she had completed a Master of Science Degree
in Zoology in another department.

However, her first year in this

department was involved in making up prerequisites.

Her reason for entering this program included a long-time interest
in the integration of dance and biology.

Patricia had taken two or

three courses each semester as part of her program, in addition to

teaching a dance course in another department
She seemed to be interested in the research done in the laboratory.

At

'the

close of the study, she was considering a change in the focus

of her research interests.

.
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Four out of the five contracts which Patricia negotiated with the
lab director were not completed.

Although, as in any research project,

there was a certain amount of "bad luck" in the implementation of the
experiments , some examination of the leadership style contracted might

be useful.

In two of the five contracts, the leadership style used was

not one which was contracted with Patricia.

In the other three con-

tracts, the contracted style was used but in one case the style turned

out to be inappropriate for the student's maturity in that task.

One

of the tasks using appropriate leadership style involved some responsi-

bility on the part of the student to initiate meetings.
done.

This was not

In the third contract, the appropriate leadership style was used

and the task was completed.
The common theme which seemed to be apparent in these contracts

was that there was little communication between the leader and the
follower.

Perhaps if the leader had actually been in the laboratory

more often, there might have been forced interaction between the

"two

individuals which could have given Patricia some of the direction that
she needed.

One conclusion which may be drawn from this is that com-

munication must be maintained in order to know whether the leader is
actually using the contracted style and if so

,

whether it is still

appropriate

Patricia also suggested to the author that she was not as open

with the lab director about her needs as she might have been.

She

was not willing to risk discussion with the lab director, but instead

.
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contracted for the leadership style she thought he wanted or liked.
This may suggest that contracting is more successful in an open,

trusting environment where there is little perceived change of negative repercussion.

Summary

This chapter has explicated and discussed the results of the
study.

It was divided into two sections.

The first section began

with a discussion of the Research Questions proposed in Chapter

I.

It

also included an analysis of the results of the data gathered from the

pre-test and the post- test questionnaires.

The section concluded with

a general discussion of the combined material.
Section Two contained some observations made of the contracting
process for two of the individuals involved in the study.

on their respective experiences with the lab director.

It focused

Some general

conclusions were drawn from the successful and less-than-successful

contracting experiences of the two individuals

Chapter V will summarize general conclusions and observations.

The author will suggest modifications which should be made in the
methodology.
follow.

research.

A brief discussion of the limitations of the study will

The chapter will conclude with some suggestions for further
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CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS, OBSERVATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS,

LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

This chapter begins with a general summarv of the study.

The

summary is followed by some general conclusions and observations drawn

from the study and suggestions for modification of the methodology used
in implementing the study and a brief discussion of the limitations of

the study.

The last section of Chapter V is an explanation of suggested

future research directions in this area.

General Conclusions and Observations

This case study describes an effort to combine, and implement
aspects of two well-known conceptual models from the field of organiza-

tional behavior and management:

Management by Objectives (MBO) and

Life Cycle Theory of Leadership.
LIBO is

a superioresubordinate planning and assessment process

introduced by Peter Drucker in the early 1950

's

and given popularitv

over the last decade by such people as George Odiorne and John Humble.

The MBO process involves suneri or and subordinate managers of an organization in a joint effort to identify common organizational goals and

.

.
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define areas of responsibility
and expected results. MBO
contracts,
agreed upon between superior
and subordinate, are then
used as guides
for operating the organisation
end assessing the contribution
of each
of its members.
Life Cycle TTieory of Leadership
developed by Paul Hersey and
Kenneth M. Blanchard is a
situational approach for determining
appropriate leadership style.
According to this situational
framework, the
unt of direction (task
behavior) and socio-emotional
support (relationship behavior) that a
leader should provide for
his/her followers
should vary according to
their motivation and ability
to accanplish a
particular goal (task relevant
maturity)

While negotiating and contracting
goals and objectives seems to
be helpful to managers and
their subordinates in goal
accomplishment,
Hersey and Blanchard contend
that there is a "missing link"
in the MBO
process. That "missing link"
is a contracting for
appropriate leadership style to be used by
a superior to facilitate
subordinate goal
accomplishment in each agreed-upon
area.

In thus case study, the author
attempted to provide this "missing

lank" through the implementation
of an MBO process in an academic

science laboratory.

The staff of this research/teaching
laboratory

consisted of seven doctoral students,
one lab assistant and the lab
director
In implementing this MBO and
contracting for leadership style
process, the author used a series
of steps often associated with a
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systematic organizational development (OD) intervention.
included:

These steps

entry, diagnosis, data gathering, training,
continued data

gathering, implementation (contracting, renegotiation
and evaluation
sessions), and assessment.

tion step.

The major emphasis was on the implementa-

The author facilitated a joint contracting for
objectives

and leadership style between the lab director and
each of his graduate
students in October.

This initial contracting session was followed by

an interim assessment and renegotiation process
three months later.

The implementation process was completed four months
later with a final

evaluation session to assess the performance of each
graduate student,
the role of the lab director and the usefulness of
the MBO/contracting

for leadership style process.

To help provide data for the author and participants prior
to the
initial contracting and for assessment at the end of the
process

,

pre-

test and post-test instruments to measure leader behavior and
organiza-

tional characteristics were given to everyone involved in the lab.

In

addition, the author conducted a structured interview with each staff

member around seven research questions.

Data compiled from instrumentation and the structured interviews
revealed mixed results for the integrating of the MBO process with
contracting for leadership style.

In contracts where the task was either

completed or partially completed, the lab director used the contracted
leadership style or used the contracted style in combination with a

style which was not contracted in eighteen cases or in fifty-one percent
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of the contracts.

Interviews revealed that while the
lab director and

hxs staff generally felt that the
objective setting process was valuable, they had some questions about
how worthwhile the contracting for
leadership style was. The author felt
the process did not get a fain
test in this situation though,
since the lab director was appointed

department chairman one month after the
process had been implemented

and was forced- by new responsibilities
to be absent from the laboratory
most of the time. The impact of this
new role was revealed in the
leadership instruments.

The pre- and post-perception of the
leadership

style of the lab director by the staff
changed from a high direction

and high socio-emotional style (high
task-high relationship style)

toward a low direction-low socio-emotional
style (low task- low
relationship style).

As a result of this study, the author
urges other

attempts to integrate contracting for
leadership style with MBO.
Role Conflict

:

One of the overriding conclusions of the
data and other material

collected during this study was that the
laboratory director's position
as department chairperson had a dramatic
effect on the people in the
lab.

A dual role for the lab director may have caused
the difference

in his perception of his leadership style
from the perceptions of the

graduate students.

It was not unusual for the lab director to
see each

graduate student less than one or two hours per
week and less in some
weeks.

The leader grew "out of touch" with the laboratory
and the stu-

dents' research.

Some students suggested to the author that at
certain

.
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Ccrnnunication and Perception :

Several of the graduate students suggested
that they had difficulty in being "honest" with the lab director.
liJce

One student did not

the idea of suggesting to the lab director
that he change his

behavior.

This person valued the status of the lab director’s
role

in relation to the graduate students, and felt
that the lab director

should not have to be told how to act.

Much of this behavior was based on

‘the

students’ varying percep-

tions of the lab director and how he would react to
their attempts at

being open.
Relationships quickly establish norms or expectations that
govern the appropriateness of the type and intensity of
self -disclosures the participants anticipate exchanging.
These norms .may be unique to the specific relationship or,
as m^most instances, they mirror the norms that typically
prevail in the back-home cultures of the participants.
(Culbert , in Golembewski and Blumberg, eds.
1973 , p. 114)
.

,

A few of the

students perceived some sort of punishment as the

result of being totally open with the lab director about
their indi-

vidual needs.

Although their perceptions may not have been accurate,

they behaved as though they were.

One graduate student stated:

X asked for Low (Relationship)
Low (Task) because I
,
wouldn’t get anything else; plus X feel that that's what
he wanted. I don’t think he would have fulfilled anything else

The author felt that the leader did not like saying "no" to any
student.

He sometimes behaved in a style which turned out to be

inappropriate because of the student's low level of task-relevant
maturity.

The lab director seemed to have a conflict between giving
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*,

student

*at

he perceived the student
needed end

dent would like hi* by

inking

the stu-

givi^ tte student the style
he/she ashed

ton.

fesponsibility/Availahi 1 i ttr

Maiy Of the students seemed
to need the presence of
the leader In
the lab. This became
a very difficult problem
for the leader. He
Stated on occasion that he
missed being in the lab and
found the office
"lonely." He enjoyed doing
scientific research and felt
that if he
spent too much time away
from the lab, he «ruld
eventually lose touch
with the research in the
field. However, he also
diced being an
administrator. He worked closely
with his superior and on
several
instances suggested that this
gave him good feelings.
The lab director
seemed to be the kind of
individual who gave all or
almost all of his
time to one or two projects.
It became extremely difficult
for him to
choose which ones were of more
importance
It was not until the end
of the study that the work in
the chairperson office
slowed enough to
allow the lab director to spend
more time in the laboratory.
.

It was evident from the
material collected by the author
that all
Of the participants in the
study liked and admired the
lab director.
In addition to needing his
direction for much of their
research, many

of

.the

students expressed to the author
that they missed

him, in the
There was a warm friendship
between most of the students
and the director and they
continued to socialize with him
outside of
the laboratory.

laboratory.

Curing the contracting sessions
and the individual interviews

.
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With each student, they
retained patient and
understanding of the lab
director's situation. Although
the author stressed the
fact that no
blame was being directed
at any one person, many
of the students
expressed a great deal of
empathy for the lab director's
additional
responsibilities and sympathy
with his perceived problems
as a result
for some of the students,
this feeling of friendship
was frustrating
since they did not receive
the style of leadership
they needed to
accomplish their lab goals.'

,

Determination of Success

:

The lab director stated at
the end of the project that
he was
Planning to continue seme form
of objectives-setting with
the lab members. He felt extremely
positive about the idea of
setting goals with
each person individually at
the beginning of his/her
career would
assist both the student and
he, as the student's advisor,
in clarifying
short-term and long-term goals.
He will, in addition, contract
with
each student for a general, style
of leadership and perhaps a
specific
one for a special situation.
He felt that with several graduate
stud-nts, it was difficult for him
to remember so many different
styles
at one time. He suggested that
as a result of being a part
of the
contracting process with each student,
he realised that individual
people do need individual leadership
styles and discussed with the
author ways of changing his behavior
to fit those needs
As the author suggested in
Chapter IV, it would be difficult to
evaluate the entire project as to
its total success or failure.
This
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fOP SeVeMl reaSOr,S

Man^ °f

'

'-tracts involved op*,

ended research projects.

Scientific research is
difficult tQ
jceua. lie nature of the
material studied is
extremely developmental,
one stage does not
"work," it is usually
to gQ ofi
0ne
•
of the chjectives
evolving.
;
Dissertation topics involve
months of reseating
and
for several of the
some of the objectives
would
continue tor their entire
tenure at the university.
KLeber (1972) has
suggested that individuals
in research and
development respond
posituvety to setting
objectives sinoe they
like to

^
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«•

^
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^
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st|L

W **

em by their superiors.

is

emoted

^

However, he tether
states that educators
"a. 3
^ficult tine adjusting to this
process since their
specific "outputs" are
problematic to evaluate.

““

~

The success of the
objectives-setting
cm be measured in
& process can
by °" e
Partial aooc^l islTOnt
of tte j^rt of

-

Hi Hii£h the student

measure

“

„.

'the

success of this aspect of t-ho
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ms

working.

Other ways to

include the satisfac-

^^^

of dae followers with
it.

Altho^ IKny said tIat
lake thus particular
process, they suggested
that they would
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SV0

fchsir

1

° f Sett

“g

own lsioP3atones.
,“tor’i 0 Q

** their students
T-n
In

9

use seme

when they

iaa *
addition,
the students stated
that if
-

•

the project were
implemented in a year OTher
other 151311
y
than +w one (when
the
sb director was not
chairperson
irperson of
n-f +>.
a
department), it would have

been more successful.
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Another function of the
success of the
™e ornWtproject was that every
student set objectives for
Mm/herself. The literature
suggests that

it
to difficult, if not
impossible , for many
business firms in the
beginning stages of an MHO
process to set
objectives. The studenus ana the lab director
sometimes had great
difficulty in clarifying
goals. However, ihey

defined

dent had at least

wcrfced together with
the author until each
stu-

'two

contracts.

H

Several students told tte
author that they
use some form of
contracting for leadership
style.
They felt ttat it was
n^rtant that
°f
itind of assistance
his/her students need in
accomplishing all aspects
of their

“
"

“cry -I-

fc

^
^ ^ "" 4 ***«««
SUKeSted

*-

S1TO

laboratory mere often.

Conclusion

a specific leadership
style

if the leader had been
in the

-

ads

section has summarized
the general results of
the study and
sc* observations about the
^lamentation of the project in
laboratory. The next
section will suggest
sc* modifications which
might be made in the methodology.

Suggested Modifications
Conditions for Success
'

‘

MB°
that for MBO to be
Elemented in
an organization, a leader
must tave a flexible
leadership style.
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Contracting for leadership
style calls for an
individual who can change
his/her behavior, even with
outside demands, according
to the needs and
the maturity of the
followers. An effective
leader is an adaptive
leader and is an individual
who can diagnose a
situation and decide for
him/herself which
n^ch lead«*r*aTv.v
i
leadership style
would be appropriate in
that sitruatxon md 1336 that leadership
style.
,

Interpersonal Concerns

In

*

t0 enoouM ® s

<5“

communication and honesty in
the contracting sessions, it is
suggested that some form
of training take
Place at the beginning of the
project. Issues which
should be contained within the framework
of such training include,
theory, effective communications skills,
team building (within
the group who will be
contracting), and trust-building.
Disclosure and feedback may
be helpful in training a more
effective leader, who might
then be more able to
engage in behavior charge.
The objective of contracting
is to assist
the follower in accomplishing
n lg Tasks
j.
f
tasks
-io
It is
also to allow the follower
to tell the leader what
kind, of -Leaaer
leadership
stvlo >he/she
/ -u
snip .style
needs in order
to accomplish those tasks.
Both individuals, however,
must he as
honest and trusting as
possible win, each other
for that process to
be 100 percent effective.

-

-r-t-

.

’

-

Commitment

:

There must be commitment from
all persons involved in any
contract
situation. Each person must
be willing and able to
spend a specific
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amount of time per
day every day, if
necessarv involved
necessary,
in some aspect
of the process.
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With the mobility
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ih .havioral soieno!
and to continue to
find more uses for its
application, it
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shoula be field-tested
whenever possible.

Modifications should be made
in the LEAD IrmtrurBnt
so that it is
^applicable to educational settings.
All of the participants
in
the study said that they
had difficulty in translating
the situations
feet, the LEAD (Which
seeded to be business-oriented)
to an educational
setting.

Methodology

:

Regarding the terminology
used in the study and
especially those
terms which are used in
describing the Life Cycle
Theory, attention
should be paid to the
perceptions of the participants.
The author
found that the words
"leader," "folic**.," and
"maturity" elicited
negative feelings from seme
of the participants.
Some of the graduate
students disliked being
considered "followers" of
the "leader."
Although the author explained
the word "maturity" several
tires to each
Participant , some persons
still attached negative
connotations to the
state of being "less mature."
Sane of the participants
found the contract itself
intimidating.
They did not like having
.u
B+to
qiem
g - _ign it and found the process
too formal.
One modification which might
be helpful is the listing
of objectives
and appropriate leadership
style for each individual,
instead of a
,

...

form.

tte author found the use of the
series of steps often
associated
with a systematic Organisational
Developnent (OD) intervention
to be
extremely helpful in organizing
and implementing the project.
These
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3 eps assist in
systenatieally entering,
diagiosing

and evaluating the
Contracting ten objectives
and leadership atyle
tot °
dtsunization without any
cognise of tear.
actions, reward and
punishment system, and
Perception of da a^ers
o± the organization
about each OTner
other ’ could
a
destructive. This kind
° “'°Ve,Ilent tnroUgh
a c5,cXe
the organization using
OD rethodology
_
ows tore individuals
within the organization
to becaie involved in
the process.
complete environnant.

“

Conclusion

-

^

SeCti°"

“edifications are

^

diS °USSed "Edifications
in the methodology.

sweated

The

for replicating the

stay in an educational
Scientific laboratories
tave their own specific
tactions
^ese functions are not addressed
in the edifications
suggested hera
The newt section of
Oapter v explicates the
libations of the study.
setting.

Limitations of the Study
This section briefly
discusses the limitations
of the study, the
following factors limit
the leaning of the
results of the study, and
iMUt its generalizability to
other situations.
(1) One limitation

of the study nay be
the participants'

awareness of the organizational,
theories upon which
the project was propounded.
Their knowledge nay
have prejudiced their
individual reactions throughout the study.

(2)

At the beginning of the
study, the lab director
spent much time in the
laboratory and had few

other responsibilities.

(3)

However, his acceptance

of the dhairpersonship of
the department became
an obvious determination
in the behavior of the
laboratory members. Since
this was not considered in the design of the
original study, it
may have been a limitation.
The use of the LEAD
Instrument nay be a limitation
of the study. As the
author stated above, this

instrument has not been
field-tested for its statistical reliability and
validity.

However, the
data gathered with this
instrument was used for

general diagnostic purposes
and cannot be said to
describe oilier groups of a
similar nature.
(4)

The sample size is another
possible limitation of
this study, it would be
difficult to generalize
to other groups based on
the results of a project

implemented which involved only
nine people.
(5) The study was implemented
in a scientific

research

laboratory in one department
on one university
campus.

It cannot be generalized
to other science

departments

.in

that university.

Although problems

arose as a direct result of
the nature of scientific
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research, the study was not aimed
specifically at

scientific research laboratories or
institutions.

All of the above limitations should
be taken Into full consideration when continuing research in MBO
and contracting for leadership
style. The following section of
Chapter V
explores the avenues of

further study which should be pursued.

Recommendations for Further Study

Replication of the Study

:

Since the author felt that the
contracting process did not get a

fair test

in.

this situation beyond the extensive
new responsibilities

that the lab director assumed early in
the process, replication of this
study is suggested in other kinds of
educational settings. University

academic departments represent a new,
almost unchartered area for this
kind of research. The needs of students
as undergraduates and graduate
students seem to suggest a fertile field
for the contracting relationship.

Too many people enter and leave universities
without ever know-

ing why they are there or how they could
glean more from their stay.

Assisting students in formulating individual
objectives and then
contracting for the accomplishment of those
objectives might facilitate

a more valuable experience for them.

Contracting for a specific

leadership style could assist the individual in
accomplishing his/her
objectives.

Carroll and Tosi (1970) reported a high correlation

between increased numbers of goals and greater
effort on the part of

.
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subordinates.

"The subordinate

my

be willing to put forth more

ef fort: when he feels that he
works for a supportive superior
who will

help him if he has difficulties."

(Carroll and Tosi, 1370,
P

.

304)

In replicating this study, the
maturity of the participants
should
be determined before, during and at
the conclusion of the study.

Maturity plays a crucial role in the
implementation of the theory.

It
xs difficult at times for the
individuals involved in the contracting

process to look at their own abilities
or the abilities of others
objectively.

Instrumentation should be developed in
order to arrive

at a generalizable measure of the
maturity dimension.

There may be some specific difficulty
in implementing this kind
of method in a science research/teaching
laboratory. The lack of a
product or "output" which is measurable
by some cannon standards
presents a problem in evaluation.

Research and development labora-

tories situated in industrial settings,
with production tied directly

to profit, have more tangible output.

Moreover, Smith (1971) found

that scientists in research and
development laboratories react posi-

tively to encouragement from their superiors
concerning their research.

He states that support in the form of
encouragement and concern seem
to assist the researcher in performance,
productivity and research
papers
Perhaps in contracting with students for
objectives in institutions of higher education, emphasis should
be placed on personal objec-

tives such as personal growth, problem-solving
skills or individual

.
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awareness.

The tasks then would be the
means for accomplishing those

objectives.

It is the author s experience
that MBQ and contracting for
leadership style should be implemented
using the Organizational
Development
'

(°D)

Gillespie (1974) suggests that
MBQ involves mainly

the technical aspects of an
organization— input , production, and
output.
He states, however, that as it
is sometimes used, OD technology
seems only to concern the
interpersonal aspects of the
organization.
Combining the two leads to a complete
consideration of all components
of the organization.
(2)

Byrd and Cowan (1974) relate four
specific points which should

be taken into consideration when
implementing MBO:
Cl)

The system must be tailor-made to
fit the needs of
the organization.

Individual (and destructive)
competitiveness must
be avoided.
(3)

Implementation must include a training
process

(4)

All components (departments, areas)
must be

.

involved in the implementation process
to some
extent

These considerations are crucial
in order to maintain a healthy,
functioning organization.
'

Experience has proven that MBO, by itself,
will accomplish nothing but chaos. In the hands
of a capable
management which is ready for it and knows
how to use it.
.
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it has much to offer.
For the right management, it holds
promise of a bright future
(McConkey 1974 , p. 32 )
.

,

Summary

Tnis chapter has provided a summary, conclusions
and observations

drawn from the study.

It has also included some modifications
which

could be made in the methodology if it were to
be replicated.

The

limitations of the study were followed by suggestions
for future

research in this and related fields of study.

^
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LEADER EFFECTIVENESS AND ADAPTABILITY
DESCRIPTION-SELF
(LEAD-SELF)

LEAD Self
SELF PERCEPTION

Directions:

Assume you are involved

in

each of the

following twelve situations. Each situation

has four alternative actions you might
initiate.

THINK

READ

each item carefully.

about what you would do

circumstance. Then

CIRCLE

in

each

the letter of

the alternative action choice which you

think would most closely describe your

behavior in the situation presented.
Circle only

one choice.

Leader
Effectiveness &
Adaptability
Description
(formerly Leader Adaptability and Style Inventory)

cS

Published by

CENTER FOR LEADERSHIP STUDIES
Ohio University

Athens, Ohio 45701

© Copyright 1973

Paul Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard

I

Your subordinates are not responding lately to
your friendly conversation and obvious concern
Their performance is in a
for their welfare.

B.

Emphasize the use of uniform procedures and
the necessity for task accomplishment.
Make yourself available for discussion but don’t

C.

Talk with subordinates and then set goals.

D.

Intentionally do not intervene.

A.

Engage

A.

The observable performance of your group is
increasing. You have been making sure that all
members were aware of their roles and standards.

B.

sure that all members are aware of their
and standards.
Take no definite action.
Do what you can to make ihe group feel important and involved.
Emphasize the importance of deadlines and tasks.

3

of your group

are unable to solve a

A.

You

have normally left
them alone. Group performance and interpersonal relations have been good.

Let the group work

Act quickly and firmly to correct and redirect.
Encourage group to work on problem and be

out.

You

4

are considering a major change. Your subordinates have a fine record of accomplishment.
They respect the need for change.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

B.

C.

Allow group

D.

Incorporate group
direct the change.

close supervision.

The performance of your group has been dropping
during the last few months. Members have been

5

unconcerned with meeting objectives. Redefining
roles has helped in the past. They have continually
needed reminding to have their tasks done on
time.

its

own

Your subordinates, usually able

10

but

6

an efficiently run situation.
The previous administrator ran a tight ship. You
want to maintain a productive situation, but would
like to begin humanizing the enviroment.

its

own

direction.

C.

Redefine goals and supervise carefully.

D.

Allow group involvement in setting goals, but

n

You have been promoted to a new position. The
previous supervisor was uninvolved in the affairs
of the group. The group has adequately handled
its tasks and direction. Group inter-relations are
good.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
Do what you can

B.

and involved.
Emphasize the importance of deadlines and

c

Intentionally do not intervene.

D.

Get group involved in decision-making, but see

make group

feel

Recent information indicates some internal difficulties among subordinates.
The group has a
remarkable record of accomplishment. Members
have effectively maintained long range goals.
They have worked in harmony for the past year.

important
tasks.

All are well qualified for the task.

that objectives are met.

All rights reserved.

This inventory, or parts thereof,

may

on

the

change

and

to direct subordinates

toward working

manner.

D.

Be

A.

Let the group work

B.

Incorporate group recommendations, but see that
objectives are met.

C.

Redefine goals and supervise carefully.

D.

Allow group involvement

careful of hurting boss-subordinate relations
by being too directive.

out.

it

in

setting

goals,

but

don’t push.

A.

Allow group involvement

in redefining standards,

but don’t push.
B.

Redefine standards and supervise carefully.

C.

Avoid confrontation by not applying pressure.
Incorporate group recommendations, but see that
are met.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
Take steps

to direct

in a well-defined

subordinates toward working

manner.

B.

Involve subordinates in decision-making and reinforce good contributions.

C.

Discuss past performance with group and then
you examine the need for new practices.

D.

Continue to leave group alone.

A.

C.

Try out your solution with subordinates and
examine the need for new practices.
Allow group members to work it out themselves.
Act quickly and firmly to correct and redirect.

D.

Make

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

SITUATION

A.

© Copyright 1973 by Paul Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard.

Take steps

A.

Allow group

to

C.

SITUATION

Incorporate group recommendations, but see that
objectives are met.

SITUATION
into

Discuss the situation with the group and then
initiate necessary changes.

new standards

don’t push.

You stepped

B.

D.

you

B.

formulate

to

direction.

recommendations,

A.

to

Leave the group alone.

approval

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

take responsibility, are not responding to your recent redefining of standards.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

SITUATION

A.

SITUATION

group involvement in developing the
change, but don’t push.
Announce changes and then implement with
formulate

maintain control of implementation.
Avoid confrontation; leave things alone.

sary to help.

Allow

to

D.

group’s

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

clear on its goals. Attendance at sessions has
been poor. Their meetings have turned into social
gathering. Potentially they have the talent neces-

available for discussion.

A.

C.

members to organize the implementation.
Be willing to make changes as recommended, but
allow

SITUATION

C.

SITUATION

Acquire

in a well-defined

Your superior has appointed you to head a task
force that is far overdue in making requested
recommendations for change. The group is not

B.

D.

B.

lack of direction of the group.

Involve the group and together engage in
problem-solving.
it

Define the change and supervise carefully.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

g

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

SITUATION

A.

SITUATION
Group performance and interpersonal relations
are good. You feel somewhat unsure about your

but continue to

make

D.

themselves.

in friendly interaction,

roles

C.

Members

7

are considering major changes in your organizational structure. Members of the group have
made suggestions about needed change. The
group has demonstrated flexibility in its day-today operations.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

SITUATION

problem

You

push.

tailspin.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

SITUATION

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

SITUATION

B.

yourself available for discussion, but be
careful of hurting boss-subordinate relations.

not be reproduced in any form without written permission of Center for Leadership Studies.

LEADER EFFECTIVENESS AND
ADAPTABILITY DESCRIPTION-OTHER
(LEAD-OTHER)

LEADER'S SUPERIOR

ASSOCIATE
SUBORDINATE

Directions:

Assume
(name of leader)
is

involved in each of the following
twelve

situations.

Each

situation has four alternative

actions this leader might initiate.

each item carefully.

THINK

READ

about what this

person would do in each circumstance.
Then

CIRCLE

the letter of the alternative action
choice which you would most closely
describe
the behavior of this leader in
the situation

presented. Circle only one choice.

Leader
Effectiveness &
adaptability
Description
(formerly Leader Adaptability and Style Inventory)

cS!
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Athens, Ohio 45701
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this

|
1

Subordinates are not responding lately to
leader’s friendly conversation and obvious concern for their welfare. Their performance is in a
tai'lspin.

This leader would

is

B.
C.

talk with subordinates

D.

intentionally not intervene.

The leader has been making sure
members were aware of their roles and

This leader would
A.

and then

7

set goals.

in friendly interaction, but continue to
sure that all members are aware of their
roles and standards.

B.

take no definite action.

C.

do what could be done to make the group feel
important and involved.

D.

emphasize the importance of deadlines and

tasks.

CO

B.

let

D.

B.

acquire group’s approval on the change and allow
members to organize its implementation.

C.

be willing to make changes as recommended, but
maintain control of implementation.

D.

avoid confrontation; leave things alone.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
This leader would

9

work it out.
act quickly and firmly to correct and redirect.
encourage group to work on problem and be
the group

about the lack of direction given to the group.

B.

discuss the
initiate

^

This leader is considering a major change. The
leader’s subordinates have a fine record of accomplishment. They respect the need for change.

.

C.

take steps to direct subordinates toward working
in a well-defined manner.

D.

be careful of hurting boss-subordinate relations
by being too directive.

This leader would
A.
B.

A.

allow group involvement in developing the change,
but would not push.

B.

announce changes and then implement with
supervision.

C.

allow group to formulate

D.

incorporate group
the change.

SITUATION
The performance

p

D

of this leader’s group has been
dropping during the last few months. Members
have been unconcerned with meeting objectives.
Redefining roles has helped in the past. They have
continually needed reminding to have their tasks
done on time.

.

0

environment.

This leader would

direction.

redefine goals

D.

allow

This leader has been promoted to a

.

own

B.

incorporate group recommendations, but see that
objectives are met.

its

direction.

C.

redefine goals and supervise carefully.

D.

allow group involvement
would not push.

in

11

goals,

.

do what could be done

to

make group

tant and involved.
B.

emphasize the importance of deadlines and tasks.

C.

intentionally not intervene.

get group involved in decision-making,
that objectives are met.

12

but see

by Paul Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard. All rights reserved. This inventory, or parts

ereirf

man

.

redefine standards and supervise carefully.

C.

avoid confrontation by not applying pressure.

D.

incorporate group recommendations, but see that
new standards are met.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
new

position.

The previous manager was uninvolved in the
affairs of the group. The group has adequately
handled its tasks and direction. Group interrela-

Recent information indicates some internal difThe group has a
ficulties among subordinates.
remarkable record of accomplishment. Members
have effectively maintained long range goals. They
have worked in harmony for the past year. All are
well qualified for the task.

.

B.

.

.

A.

take steps to direct subordinates toward working

B.

involve subordinates in decision-making and reinforced good contibutions.

C.

discuss past performance with group and then
examine the need for new practices.

D.

continue to leave the group alone.

in a well-defined

manner.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

SITUATION

feel impor-

but

allow group involvement in redefining standards,
but would not push.

out

.

goals,

A.

tions are good.

setting

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
A.

This leader would

This leader would
.

that

would not push.

SITUATION

allow group to formulate

This leader would

and supervise carefully.
group involvement in setting

C.

recommendations but direct

A.

D.

© Copyright 1973

own

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

SITUATION
This leader stepped into an efficiently run situation. The previous administrator ran a tight ship.
The leader wants to maintain a productive situation, but would like to begin humanizing the

its

the group

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

10

close

.

.

work it out.
incorporate group recommendations, but see
let

objectives are met.

SITUATION
Subordinates, usually able to take responsibility,
are not responding to the leader’s recent redefining of standards.

.

situation with the group and then
necessary changes.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

This leader has been appointed by a superior to
head a task force that is far overdue in making
requested recommendations for change. The group
is not clear on its goals.
Attendance at sessions
has been poor. Their meetings have turned into
social gatherings. Potentially they have the talent
necessary to help.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
This leader would

.

leave the group alone.

available for discussion.

SITUATION

.

A.

SITUATION

involve the group and together engage in problem-solving.

.

define the change and supervise carefully.

Group performance and interpersonal relations
are good. This leader feels somewhat unsure

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
A.

.

A.

’

This leader would ...

C.

This leader would

SITUATION

.

make

standards.

This leader’s group is unable to solve a problem.
The leader has normally left the group alone.
Group performance and interpersonal relations
have been good.

.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

considering making major changes
in.srganizational structure. Members of the group
have made suggestions about needed change. The
group has demonstrated flexibility in day-to-day
operations.
is

*

engage

SITUATION

a
0

This leader

.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
group

increasing.

that all

J

of this leader’s

.

emphasize the use of uniform procedures and the
necessity for task accomplishment.
be available for discussion but would not push.

A.

SITUATION
The observable performance

SITUATION

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

SITUATION

This leader would

.

.

and examine

A.

try out solution with subordinates
the need for new practices.

B.

allow group

C.

act quickly

D.

be available for discussion, but be careful of
hurting boss-subordinate relations.

members

and firmly

to

work

to correct

if

cut themselves.

and

redirect.

not he reproduced in anu torm without written permission of Center for Leadership Studies.

LEADER BEHAVIOR DESCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRE
(LBDQ)

LEADER BEHAVIOR

He does personal favors
for subordinates

He makes his attitudes
clear to the group

He tries out his new
ideas with the group

He rules vi th an iron

9,

11.

hand
He speaks in a manner
not to be cues tinned
He criticizes poor work

He assigns subordinates
to particular tasks

13.

He schedules the work
to be done

15.

He maintains definite
of performance
stds

IT.

He does little things to
make it pleasant to be a
member of the group

6.

He is easy to understand

8

He find3 time to listen
to subordinates

.

10. He mixes wi th suberdin-

ates rather than keeping
to himself
12. He looks out for the personal welfare of individuals in his group
He explains his actions
to subordinates
16. He consults subordinates
before action

lh.

.

17.

He emphasizes

the meet-

ing of deadlines
19.

21.

23.

He encourages the use
of uni form procedures

He makes sure that his
part in the organization is understood

He asks that subordinates follow std. rules

and regulations ______
He lets subordinates
know what is expected
of them
27. He sses to it that subordinate are working
up to capacity
__

25.

29.

He sees to it that the
work of subordinates is

coordinated
TOTAL

18. He back3 up subordinates

in their action
20. He treats all subordinates as equals
22. He is willing to make

changes
He is friendly and

approachable
26. He makes subordinates

feel at ease when talking
with them
28. He puts suggestions made
by his group into action
30. He gets group approval

in important matters
before acting.

TOTAL

rf

V &

If

*

should see to it
hat the work of
subordinates is co-

f8
2

jjg

He should get group

.

approval in important
matters before act-

t

ordinated

ing

.

should see to it
subordinates are
wo rking up to capa-

He should put suggestions made by his
group into action.

ge
t

hat

city

_

:

He should make sub.
feel at ease when
talking with them.

6.

He should let subordinates know what is
JOBSS ted _of Jbhem^
.

8. He should be friendly

and approachable.

should ask that
subordinates follow
rules and regs td.

He

ulations

10. He should be willing
to make changes.

.

12. He should treat all
subordinates as e-

should make sure
in the
organization is un-

He

that his part
jerjS-tP-Qd

quals

.

14

He should back up

.

subordinates in
their actions.

should encourage
the use of uniform
procedures
He-

16. He should consult
•

subordinates before
action

should emphasize
the meeting of dead-

He

lines .

_

18. He should explain
his actions to subs,

should maintain
definite stds. of
performance

He

^0. He should look out
for the personal
welfare of indivrds.
in his group.

.

He

the

should schedule
work to be done

22. He should mix with

He should assign sublimates to particular

tasks
He

should criticize

poor work

should speak in
manner not to be
questioned ._

He
a

He
an

should rule with
iron hand.

He

should try out

new ideas with the
group.

should make his
ttitudes clear to
the arouD.
He

subs, rather that
keeping to himself.

.

—

24. He should find time
to listen to subs.
26. He should be easy
to understand.

28. He should do
-

little things to
make it pleasant to be a member of the group.

30. He should do personal favors for

subs

a

”f~t

o \*
I

LEADER OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE
(LOQ)

LEADER BEHAVIOR

do personal favors
for subordinates

I

make my attitudes
clear to the group

"j7

I

I do little things to
make it pleasant to be a
member of the group

out my new ideas
with the group
X

try

I

rule with an iron

5.

am easy to understand

I

hand
find time to listen
to suoordinates

8.

speak in a manner
not to be questioned

I

I

9

10

criticize poor work

I

.

assign subordinates
to particular tasks

'

t

I

|

13

14

schedule the work
to be done

.

*

t

maintain definite standards of performance

emphasize the meeting of deadlines
I encourage the use
19
of uniform procedures
part
21. I make sure that my
organization
the
in
is understood

*

i

i

i

.a

1

i

1

17 .

23

I

let subordinates

know what is expected
of them
27

_L

.

29 *

see to it that subordinates are working
up to capacity
1

see to it that the
work of subordinates is
I

I am willing to make
changes

~22.

<

•

i

24 .

i

i

t

i

i

:

i

i

I

l

;

!

i

I

:

I

I

i

\

\

!

M

f

j

|

\\\'
j

1

am friendly and

i

:
;

t

i

(

•;

!

9

!

26 " I make subordinates
feel at ease when talking
with them

i

•

i

i

•

i

i

.

>

t

*
’

i
i

•

i

•

1

<

j

I

i

t

i

approachable

i

>

1

i

}

I

t

!

!

!

;

t

:

I

!

i

\

l

i

!

i

treat all suborain
ates as equals

{
I

I

i

I

28

.

put suggestions made
by my group into action

i

I

\
t
«

i

>

>

I

i

1

1

i

i

!

J'

!

!

|

i

»

I

i

i

;

30 .

1

get group approval

before acting

coordinated

TOTAL
TOTAL

•

\

i

L
I

I

'

i

i

i

_

25 .

L

I

20.

I ask that subordinates follow standard
rules and regulations

.

i

i

back up subordinates
in' their action

18”

.

i

i

i
!

I consult subordinates
before action

16 .

(

i

l

i

I explain my actions
to subordinates

1

13 .

t

i

!

!

I

'

I

i

!

.

look out for the personal welfare of individ
uals in my group

12.

!

1

11.

mix with subordinates rather than keeping
to myself
I

.

1

/!

v

jcej iy|>| ^
f
^oo
,-r

should do personal
favors for subs.

should make my at-

I

titudes clear to the
JrouPi_

should do little
things to make it
pleasant to be a member of the group.

should try out my
ideas with the

i

I

»ew

group.
i
an

should rule with
iron hand.

I should be easy to
understand
8. I should find time to.listen to subs.

I

.

g

should speak in a
nner not to be

ue s tione d

j

,

10.

"should criticize
oor

work

should" mix with

I

}

subs, rather than
^jKeeoing^ to myse lf,
b
12. I should" look out for,
the personal welfare
of indivs. in my grp.:
'

.

;

i

should assign subordinates to particular tasks.
l

should schedule the
work to be done

;

1

;

I

\
-

'

I

I

I should explain my
actions to subs.
I
I sould consult subs.
before action.
1

should maintain

definite standards of
performance
I

\

should back up
subordinates in theiractions.
I

should emphasize
meeting of dead-

the

lines.

-J

j

should encourage
use of uniform
procedures.
I

3

the

,

should treat all
subs . as equals.

I

f

1

1

-

«kii»vntiD

!

I

I should be willing
to make changes.

should make sure

that my part in the
organiz. is understd.;

4

1

J

24

should ask that subs
follow standard rules'

I

and _recj u 1 a t i on s
I

].

i

i

I should be friendly
and approachable.

'267 I should make subs

._

should let subs.
know what is expected!
of them.
I should see to it
that subs, are work[
M=a9L„up„tfi .capacity
I should see
to it
that the work of subs
is coordinated.

.

,

.

-1 -

a.
j

feel at ease when
talking with them.
28 ” I shou Id" put '"s ugg e stions made by my grp.
int o a ction.
30 4 I should get group

approval in important
matters before acting

I

i

1

-

i

PERCEPTIONS OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
CP.O.C.)

—

—

L

l

f

PERCEPTIONS OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
How much trust or confidence
do you have in the head of this

very little
‘

l

gow much trust or confidence
does he have in you?
How free do you feel about
talking to the head of this
lab about your work?
Are your ideas sought and
used constructively by the
head of this lab?

j,

predominant use made of:
1 fear; 2 threat; 3 punishment; 4 rewards; 5 involve-

1

‘

1

„

t

t

»lt

f

»

«

«

«

I

«

‘

1

i

«

—

J——i

1,2,3
gdcAsionally

I

I

1—1

J

i

«

i

I

——

very little

some

ment?

1—1

I

I

.

.

1

1

a.

l

»

:

-

Urn.

I

1-1-

i

.1

j,

].

8,

).

10.

11.

12.

How much cooperative teamwork exists?
What is the usual direction
of information flow?

How do you accept downward
communication?

How accurate is upward
common i cat ion?
How well does the head
of this lab know the
problems you face?
How well do you know the
policies or- rules of this

t

1

»

I

,

I

-*

on
the group

«

i

1

?

t

I

almost none
I

I

,

t

. >

cisions made?
M.

13.

Are you involved in decisions related to your
work?

How are goals established

»

How much covert resistance

i

.

«

s leeways
4.

with an open
mind

—

til

|

|

|

f

9

*

d

*

very well

well

—

I

t-

i~~i.

1 A_„l

,_L„i

-

L. i

g^asion^^

not usually

.1

.

.

mvi-

_U_ J

lab?
i.„j

.

.

,

strong
resistance

—

I

<1

»

I

I—

>

througho c

but well I
integral

o>

—i-t

5

1

—

us^ljy con- fujl^in-

t

..

j

after dis
cu|sion.

JL

f

i

lit

;ome, at
;imes

moderate

Lx

l

J_ LX-LlJ Lxi-J-XJ^U

orders:
head
issues orders comments
i-

1

broad policy,
by head, with
more delegation

by head,
with spifie
delegation

'RllShf Yab

»

ImJ

11

I

very well

well

some

L_X_A t~X

accurate
l

it tie

.

xj

X—

It

limited
accuracy

wrong

—fc-X-Jh

.

up A

dovjn,

J. ..

at times

i

Awmrl

——

.

*

usually
wrong

Lj

,

.1

»

»

,

J

.

j
is there to the goals of this

,1

with caution
possibly
with suspicion

with.
suspicion
tn mJLmmL-l

ih illty

great deal

,

1

n

J

*

levels

,

down and up

\

L—P

i

*

,

for this lab?
l3>

8

mostly
downward

downward

b

At what level are de-

i

some

Lj

lab?
13.

J

R ...1

little

6

il g8

substantial
I

j-r-rJ

tSfLsed

s

Do you feel responsibility
for achieving the goals of
this lab?

i—

always
1

I

-J

...j

very much

litfle of
5
ana 5

1 a -i

i

i

i

usually

.

1,

hit

f

«

»

«

Is

i

a

very much

substantial

sometimes

.

«

t

i

I

i

very much
L

*

»

substantial

some

rarely
1

1

i

l

1

some

very little
1

substantial
J

1

very little

lab?

i

i

‘

some

t

i

A

i—X

usuall
group lc\lc
8

-IL-A—I

no'r elis?ance

L

y

page

j

t

jg.

Where are review and control
functions concentrated?
Is there an informal group
in this lab which resists

the formal one?

top
1

I

I

U.X.

V

Sig^iy ai y top

l™i—x —ju.i..JL
usually

Lj—

i

L

I

^§M

moderate
delegation

_L

.A-

sometimes
V

l

This questionaire is based on theories and information
from New Patterns of Management by Rensis Likert.

Design of the questionaire is adapted and modified
from The Human Organization by Rensis Likert. Copyright
1967 by McGraw-Hill, Inc.

is -

to lower

J

yes

2

i

no

L.

J

HJNDAMENTAL INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIP
ORIENTATION-BEHAVIOR
CFXRO-B)

WILLIAM

DIRECTIONS:

This

C.

questionnaire

SCHUTZ, Ph D

is

designed to ex-

ways you interact with people. There
are, of course, no right or wrong answers; each person
has his own ways of behaving.
plore the typical

Sometimes people are tempted
like

these

in

is not what is wanted here.
know how you actually behave.
Some items may seem similar to

do. This
to

to

each item

is

answer questions

terms of what they think a person should

different so please

out regard to the others. There

We

would

others.

like

However,

answer each one withis

no time

limit,

but

do

not debate long over any item.
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reserved. This test, or parts thereof,

For each statement below, decide which of the following answers best applies to you. Place the
in the box at the left of the statement. Please be as honest as you can.

number of the answer
1.

2. often

usually

3.

sometimes

4. occasionally

9.
I.

1

try lo be with people.

2.

I

let

1

5. rarely

6.

never

try to include other people in

my

For each of the next group of statements, choose one of the following answers:
1.

most

2.

people

many

some

3.

people

.

people

me

a few

35.

28.

I

like

people to invite

29.

I

like

people to act close and personal

to things.

10.

1

let

other people control

my

with me.

actions.

1

30.
I

join social groups.

11.

I

try to

have people around me.

I

36.

I

try to

4.

I

have close relationships with

1

2.

people.

1

try to get close

and personal with

31.

1

1

me

people to invite

like

when
6.

I

let

my
7.

1

social

organizations

13.

have an opportunity.

1

1

people are doing things together

I

tend to join them.

4.

1

am easily

15.

1

try to avoid

16.

I

try to participate in

other people strongly influence

actions.

1

led

try to

people to ask

like

me

to participate

in their discussions.

I

people to act friendly toward

like

me.
people to act close toward me.

32.

I

like

33.

I

try to take

am

by people.
34.

try to be included in informal social

activities.

8.

When

I

to join in

their activities.

people.

tend to join

have other people do thing
I want them done.

try to influence strongly other peo-

38.
5.

way

ple’s actions.

37.
try to

nobody

people to act cool and distan

like

the

3.

6.

toward me.

plans.

other people decide what to do.

one or two
people

5.

people

I

charge of things when

I

like

I

people to invite

like

me

to partici-

pate in their activities.

people to include

me

in

their

activities.

being alone.

39.

with people.

40.

I

like people to act distant

toward me.

have close, personal relation-

ships with people.

group

activities.

For each of the next group of statements, choose one of the following answers:
2. often

1. usually

3.

sometimes

4. occasionally

6. never

5. rarely

For each of the next group of statements, choose one of the following answers:
1.

most

2.

people

many
people

17.

1

18.

I

3.

some

.

people

a few
people

23.

try to be friendly to people.

try to get close

6.

nobody

try to be the

I

am

42.

1

like

people to invite

1

let

other people control

my

43.

I

like

people to act close toward me.

44.

I

personal relations with people are

25.
1

other

let

people

take

charge

I

act cool

and

21.

1

try to

45.

26.

1

am

easily led

by people.

46.

people.

22.

1

let

me

49.

to things.

other people strongly influence

my actions.

50.

I

try to

have

close, personal relation-

ships with people.

me

in their

1

like

people to act close and personal

I

try to take

charge of things when I’m

with people.

I

like

people to invite

me

I

I

like

51.

47.

I

like

people to invite

me

to partici-

to join their

people to act cool and distant

try to influence strongly other peo-

ple’s actions.

I

pate in their activities.

52.

1

53.

1

like

54.

1

people to act distant toward me.

try to

the

toward me.
27.

people to include

like

with me.

activities.

have close relationships with

1

activities.

try to have other people do things
want done.

distant with people.

of

things.

n

48.

with people.

actions.

cool and distant.

20.

dominant person when

I

41.

and personal with

other people decide what to do.

let

My

1

one or two
people

people.

24.
19.

5.

way

have other people do things
want them done.

1

take charge of things

people.

when I'm with
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INSTRUCTIONS AND CONTRACT

INSTRUCTIONS

BEHAVIORAL CONTRACTING FOR LEADERSHIP STYLE:
THE CONTRACTING SESSION

The objective of this session is to arrive at appropriate leadership styles for specific activities.

This will be negotiated between

the leader and the follower.

The leader and the follower discuss the list of activities which
the follower has drawn up.

The list includes activities which the

follower feels the leader will be involved with him/her in accomplishing.

The leader and the follower make sure that each activity has an
objective.

The objective is the reason for accomplishing the agreed-

upon activity.

No activity should be without some objective.

The leader and the follower are given a sheet of paper (the contract) on which they write the activity and the objective in the

appropriate space.

The contract also contains a representation of the

Life Cycle Model (simplified) on which they may write after they have

discussed the Leadership Style they agreed upon for the leader.
The leader and the follower are reminded that the Leadership
Style the follower chooses is related to his/her maturity in a task-

relevant situation.

Maturity is based on achievement-motivation,

level of relevant education , and willingness to assume responsibility

for a certain task.

These particular concerns should be stressed and

should be discussed by the leader and the follower in the context of
each activity.

The observer will not enter into the conversation unless he/she
judges that discussion is dead-ended.

The rationale for not taking

the role of "process-observer" is that persons involved in any kind of

contracting in which change of behavior is an objective, must be

allowed and encouraged to rely on themselves as much as possible in

order not to become dependent upon the interventionist (observer).
At the end of each contracting session, the two participants

win

have one set of contracts

,

which will then be duplicated for the

leader, the follower and the observer to each have a copy.

The copy

will be brought out at the follow-up session (to be held at a later
date) for comparison and discussion of the leader's behavior during

the time between the contracting session and the follow-up session.

HIGH RELATIONSHIP

HIGH TASK

LOW TASK

HIGH RELATIONSHIP
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